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160 years of Australian telecommunications 
 

Peter Gerrand 
Managing Editor 
  
 

  

Summary:  The Australian telecommunications industry has reached its 160th anniversary 

this year measured from the completion of its first electrical telegraph network on 3 March 

1854, linking Melbourne to Williamstown. The back story to the implementation of that first 

network suggests that Lieutenant Governor Charles La Trobe and the colony’s first General-

Superintendent of Telegraphy, Samuel McGowan, should be celebrated as the founders of 

Australian telecommunications: the visionary and his appointee, the entrepreneurial project 

manager. A brief overview is given of how the Australian telecommunications  industry has 

evolved to the present day, including the evolution of the Telecommunications Society of 

Australia (now TelSoc), a society of volunteers supporting the industry since 1874, i.e. for 140 

years of the industry’s 160 years.   

 

Introduction  

 A plaque on the wall of what later became an extension of the Victorian Supreme Court 

building in William St, Melbourne provides evidence of the birth of the modern Australian 

telecommunications1 industry here, 160 years ago:  

‘The First Telegraph Office in the Southern Hemisphere opened for business on this site 

on 3rd March 1854, for the transmission of telegrams to and from Williamstown’. 
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Figure 1 – A sketch of the Melbourne Telegraphy office c. 1870. Source: (Moyal 1984: 31).  

 

The back story   

The background to the first telecommunications network in Australia is quite interesting.   

Attracted by the potential of the Australian Gold Rush, a young Canadian entrepreneur, 

Samuel McGowan, arrived in Melbourne in 1853 with boxes of Morse code sets, batteries and 

insulators, a set of testimonials and a copy of the Canadian Telegraph Act of 1846. McGowan 

was an experienced telegraphist who had been an apprentice to Samuel Morse and later 

became a salesman canvassing subscriptions for private telegraph companies in the USA. 

(Moyal 1984: 16-18). It would seem he had the intent of creating a commercial telegraphy 

enterprise like Western Union across the wealthy colonies of Australia, with himself as head.  

The local Lieutenant Governor, Charles La Trobe, saw the importance of telegraphy for the 

growth of the Colony of Victoria, and the Victorian colonial government gave McGowan a 

contract to prove the new technology by installing and operating a link between the port of 

Williamstown and the city of Melbourne.  Once this was completed – on 3rd March 1854 – 

and demonstrated to work, a position of General-Superintendent of a new Electric Telegraph 
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Department of the Colony was gazetted, and La Trobe persuaded McGowan to take up this 

government position rather than pursue his original plans in the private sector (Moyal 1984: 

17-18). 

La Trobe is best known these days as having fought the developers of his day to create the 

beautiful inner city parks which lend Melbourne much of its character as a liveable city, 

especially its Botanical Gardens; and for his leadership and support of major civic projects, 

such as establishing the University of Melbourne, the Royal Melbourne Hospital and the 

Mechanics Institute (later to become RMIT University) (ADB 1967).  But in his vision for the 

role of electrical telegraphy as vital communications infrastructure for the growing colonies, 

and the actions he took to implement that vision in his own area of influence, La Trobe 

surely deserves to be also known as the Father of Australian telecommunications, jointly 

with the entrepreneurial McGowan. 

La Trobe gave McGowan the mission of connecting Melbourne to the goldfield towns of 

Bendigo and Ballarat, to the port of Geelong, and to the borders of the adjacent states at 

Bordertown and Albury. All these projects were implemented within three years, and over 

the next 20 years Victoria became criss-crossed with telegraph lines.  (Moyal 2014: 18)  

The rapid rollout of infrastructure, both telegraphy and railways, was only possible through 

the government revenues achieved by appropriate taxing of the booming mining industry – a 

political skill which seems to have been lost in recent years – as well as sale of land made 

more accessible through the rollout. But it also depended on two other factors: the 

entrepreneurial culture in the new colony, whose gold rush had attracted many skilled 

immigrants; and the technical expertise needed for network planning, equipment design and 

manufacture, and to train the telegraphy operators. Much of this expertise was developed in 

the workshops of the colony’s Electrical Telegraph Department.  

Creation of the industry’s first learned society 

Ann Moyal’s magisterial history of Australian telecommunications (1984) shows that 

entrepreneurship in telegraphy flourished in several of the Australian colonies, particularly 

in South Australia. The completion of the Overland Telegraph Line by Charles Todd in 1872 

caught the public imagination and was a major stimulus for the creation in Melbourne in 

1874 of a new technical society, the Telegraphy Electrical Society, whose aim was ‘The 

promotion of the knowledge of electricity, especially as connected with telegraphy’.   

Thus was born the first learned society of the telecommunications industry. The evolution of 

this society to become, from 1959, the Telecommunications Society of Australia and from 

2013, TelSoc, is related elsewhere (Wikipedia 2010-2014; TelSoc 2013), and can be seen to 

have developed in response to major changes in the industry it serves. 
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Evolution of the Australian telecommunications industry 

The telecommunications industry’s growth has been stimulated through many phases of 

technology innovation and industry restructuring, most markedly:  

– The introduction of telephony by the private sector from 1879 onwards;  

– The nationalization of the supply of public telecommunications services following 

the Federation of Australia (1901) with new powers under the Constitution;  

– The legislated passing of the Postmaster-General Department’s monopoly role in 

telecommunications (1902–1975) to the arms-length government business Telecom 

Australia (1975–1992); and  

– the phased introduction of competition in service delivery in 1991 and 1997, and the 

staged privatisation of Telecom Australia’s successor, Telstra (1993–) , in 1997, 1999 

and 2006. 

The rate of change in telecommunications technology, throughout the industry’s 160 years to 

date, has been breathtaking.  There has been, in overlapping succession, the introduction of 

electrical telegraphy, telephony, the telex, picturegrams, automatic switching of telephony, 

wireless transmission, multichannel communication, radio and television broadcasting, 

satellite transmission, packet switching, the Internet, several generations of mobile 

communication, ISDN, and broadband multimedia services.  In many cases, special technical 

solutions needed to be devised to suit Australia’s unique environmental conditions; and the 

rollout of essential services such as telephony to rural and remote Australia, with their 

economically challenging low population densities, was only possible through a consistent 

policy of cross-subsidy from the revenues achieved in the higher population urban areas, 

throughout the 20th century.  

The 1980s saw the integration of many of the underlying technologies of the 

telecommunications and computer industries  (to produce ‘ICT’: the information and 

communication technologies). From the 1990s, telecommunications became integrated with 

the Internet; and since the 2000s with digital broadcasting as well, such as IPTV. 

Last year our industry broke several records for growth (ACMA 2014) and looks set for 

further expansion in supporting ‘the Internet of Things’.   

Conclusion 

There is a huge amount to be proud of in the history of Australian telecommunications, 

especially in its key role of support infrastructure for the growth and well being of Australian 

society and of the Australian economy, across the vast distances of this continent.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federation_of_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postmaster-General%27s_Department
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecom_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecom_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telstra
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In 2014 it is appropriate to celebrate the achievement of 160 years of continuous innovation 

and growth since the implementation of Australia’s first electrical telegraphy line, in 1854. 

And perhaps it is time to give Sir Charles La Trobe, first Governor of the Colony of Victoria, 

and the Canadian entrepreneur Charles McGowan, some overdue credit for their visionary 

roles in initiating and implementing Australia’s first telecommunications network.  
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Endnotes 

                                                        

1 The word ‘telecommunication’ was not actually coined until 1904 (as télécommunication), 

by the visionary French engineer and novelist Édouard Estaunié, during his period as 

Director of the École Professionnelle Supérieure des Postes et Télégraphes in Paris, 1901-05 

(Wikipédia 2014). The word took until 1932 to formally penetrate the English language, 

without its French accents, when the venerable Union Télégraphique 

Internationale/International Telegraphy Union/, founded in Paris in 1865, changed its name 

to the Union Internationale des Télécommunications/International Telecommunication 

Union/ (ITU 2014).  Three years later, in June 1935, the Postal Electrical Societies of the 

states of Australia combined to produce their first national journal, the Telecommunication 

Journal of Australia (Gerrand 2010) – the immediate predecessor of the Journal you are 

now reading.  
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New Ideas for Digital Affordability 

Is a Paradigm Shift Possible? 
 

  

Gerard Goggin 

University of Sydney 
 

  

Summary:  

Affordability is an important and recurrent issue in telecommunications and the digital 

economy. With the rise of the Internet and mobiles, there have emerged a range of new ideas 

about addressing long-standing affordability issues. Yet it has been difficult for the interested 

policy actors to forge such ideas into a new paradigm, and even harder to gain a new 

consensus and public support. Accordingly, this paper considers this policy impasse, analyses 

leading directions, and argues for the importance of arriving at a new carefully coordinated 

and unified approach to affordability. 

 

Introduction 

Internationally, affordability in telecommunications and the digital economy can fairly be 

summarised as a contradiction. 

On the one hand, the dynamism of technological developments, and the socio-cultural 

innovations that accompany them, promise new ways to deal with affordability issues — 

building on the industry changes, underlying economics and pricing movements, and 

products and services that have provided consumers with an unparalleled range of 

communication and media options. 

On the other hand, social exclusion remains a reality and in many places has worsened with 

economic conditions and restructuring (Betti, Gianni 2013; Healy 2011; Phillips, et al. 2013; 

Taket et al. 2009). Ironically, the new place of digital technologies in everyday life means 

that lack of access to these poses real barriers for social participation. A 2013 Australian 

report, for instance, found that in the most excluded areas (following the approach in Abello 

et al. 2012): 

Children within these households do not have access to the same resources as average 

children throughout Australia, with much lower incomes and far lower likelihood to 

have access to the Internet or a motor vehicle. (Phillips, et al. 2013)
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In our contexts, then, affordability of digital technologies remains a compelling, urgent issue 

— and it now has new dimensions that we are still in the process of grasping.  

Disappointingly, affordability in telecommunications and associated digital technology 

policy remains so fragmented and poorly motivated that it is no stretch to describe the 

situation as an impasse. In this paper, I seek to explain this dilemma in telecommunications 

affordability, why it has come about, and argue that we urgently need to address this via a 

unified approach. 

The burden of the past in telecommunications affordability 

What was thought of the essential telecommunications service – a fixed-line telephone-cum-

telecommunications service entrenched as a ‘social fact’, to use the concept of Émile 

Durkheim, recently used by Rich Ling to describe mobile phones (Ling 2012) — merited 

systematic state and industry attention to ensure that the accepted ‘standard’ service was 

genuinely universal across the population. The affordability of this standard service became 

a concomitant policy matter. What was the point of ensuring telecommunication was 

available ‘clear across Australia’ – in historian Ann Moyal’s evocative phrase (Moyal 1984) – 

if a household could not afford to pay the connection charge and rental, and cover the 

requisite call charges?  

Yet, historically, it can be argued that the affordability dimension of universal service in 

telecommunications was something of an after-thought or add-on. The argument regarding 

universal service was that the telephone had become an essential service, so if the Australian 

public utility or enterprise (pre-1991) or market (post-1991) could not deliver it, then the 

government should devise a way for this for to occur. Through the 1990s, the concept of 

standard telephone service broadened into a standard telecommunications service. Broadly, 

affordability had been an explicit feature of the North American concept of universal service, 

but not the distinctive European concept of public service (OECD 1991). Elsewhere in the 

world, affordability was addressed in a range of ways.  

As universal service emerged as a central concept in telecommunications reform in the 1990s 

to address issues such as rebalancing of tariffs (Milne 2000), affordability become more 

widely discussed. Eventually it became widely accepted as a specific part of universal service. 

In his influential 1995 paper for the OECD, for instance, Patrick Xavier suggested that 

‘universal affordable access’ (OECD 1995: 136) could be one of the sub-components of 

universal service that should be tackled by ‘distinct, realisable and measurable targets for its 

sub-components’ (OECD 1995: 135). By 2010, affordable pricing was a key feature of 

International Telecommunications Union basic texts and policy approach to 

telecommunications and broadband (International Telecommunications Union 2010). 
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Despite this recognition and adoption of a broad notion of affordability at an international 

level, I would argue that in many ways affordability was never properly incorporated into 

universal service – rather it was grafted onto this concept (Wilson and Goggin, 1993). 

Moreover, in hindsight it could be argued that there was reluctance to make affordability an 

integrated feature of telecommunications policy. Affordability is often invoked as an issue, 

but dedicated and comprehensive policies and targets and evaluation of the sort Xavier 

suggests have not eventuated. There are many reasons why this has occurred, not least the 

complexity and difficulty of addressing affordability issues.  

For the past two decades in which telecommunications reform has continued in earnest, 

affordability has languished even further as the poor cousin – to put it aptly – of policy. 

Within formal telecommunications policy, affordability has been an increasingly difficult 

issue to advance and have taken seriously. The range of measures developed and adopted 

internationally through the 1980s and 1990s in OECD countries, including Australia, 

featured measures such as price controls, concessions on equipment and services, and 

governmental allowances or payments to assist with connection and rental charges on fixed-

line, standard public switched telecommunications services.  

A positive outcome of telecommunications reform, the liberalization of markets, and 

competition has been the easing of price pressures and expansion of products and services 

that have offered some financial respite for consumers and additional options for managing 

telecommunications as part of household expenditure. On the part of many policy makers, 

industry, and members of the public, a typical response to affordability concerns has entailed 

the argument that affordability has eased due to such taken-for-granted outcomes of 

competition. Accordingly, there has been less support for specific affordability measures 

within telecommunications policy – and there is even a palpable sense that affordability is no 

longer a key policy issue. 

In tandem with the evolution of telecommunications reform, and the perceived improvement 

of affordability of standard telecommunications services, has come a fundamental shift in 

the place of telecommunications itself. The telephone, and telecommunications in general, 

has taken its place among a wide, bustling, complex ecology of media, communication, and 

information services. In everyday life, there is much evidence that charts the ‘polymedia’ 

(Madianou and Miller, 2012), or eclectic, pluralistic media that shape and support our 

everyday life. Significant numbers of consumers have substituted mobile phones for fixed-

line telecommunications. New services that have emerged over the last two decades – 

especially the Internet and many of its applications and services – have become as 

important, or more important, for consumers. Many other media and information services – 

television, radio, music, advertising, print media – are provided by telecommunications, 
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Internet, mobiles, and digital technologies. As we know, particular digital services have 

experienced a relative drop in price, however the overall telecommunications, media, and 

digital economy has been maintained or expanded, and aggregate consumer expenditure on 

such services remains a significant part of household budgets.  

With the two key technologies of Internet and mobiles have also come new initiatives in 

affordability for old problems, as well as new imperatives for affordability from the new 

essential services of today.  

Mobiles 

Internationally, mobiles have been associated with a wide range of initiatives in affordability. 

In the first place, mobile networks allowed ‘leap-frogging’ – areas or households not yet 

connected to the telephone could be connected via cellular mobile networks, without the 

need for costly, time-consuming, and often challenging trenching, line-laying, and wireless 

workarounds, such as the celebrated Australian DRCS (Digital Radio Concentrator System; a 

radio relaying of telephony signal between a household and the nearest landline network 

point). Over time in many markets, mobile networks also offered alternatives to fixed-line 

network service for many consumers – providing other, competitive options for managing 

cost.  

As they gained better data capabilities – with 2.5G, 3G, and 4G mobiles – mobiles become a 

major mode of data and Internet access. The emergence of Internet, apps, media, and data 

on mobiles has been most welcome, not least for the options such data capability supports 

for managing affordability. Yet, at the same time, reliance upon mobiles for Internet and 

data then raises the kind of affordability issues previously associated with Internet, 

computers, and online services. This is an exciting time, with mobile technologies and 

services that offer new affordability options – yet also usher in new kinds of affordability 

concerns. So it is worth exploring the various faces of mobile affordability in a little more 

depth. 

Perhaps the most simple and enduring impact of mobiles on affordability has been pre-paid 

accounts: the ability for a consumer to purchase mobile phone service very cheaply via a SIM 

card. This has revolutionised telecommunications in everyday life, especially for cohorts of 

poor, low-income, working-class and middle-class consumers (Barrantes and Hernan 2007). 

Strikingly large numbers of consumers with precarious life conditions, scant work, and little 

money, resources, or wealth, have been able to avail themselves of mobile phones for voice 

communications, text communications (notably SMS), and, increasingly now, mobile 

Internet — not to mention a wide range of other media, communication, and information 

services (news, music, entertainment, games, and so on). The age of pre-paid mobiles, 
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however, opens up as many questions about affordability, as it provides new modes of 

connectivity. Here, policy makers have been slow to systematically identify and address these 

issues. 

For instance, many low-income consumers – and especially the very poor and other 

marginalized groups (homeless people, for instance) — but also other socio-demographic 

cohorts (domestic workers, migrant workers, and their families) – rely upon pre-paid mobile 

service. This makes it difficult to map and understand the modalities of connection, use, and 

management of their mobile and associated finances in their daily lives.  

Clearly, pre-paid mobile use allows people to restrict their own calls, text messages, apps and 

media consumption to suit their budget. There is little systematic research on this, however, 

so we do not know much about to what extent people with pre-paid mobiles are effectively 

disconnecting themselves, or, if technically connected (for example, in possession of an 

active SIM card with associated phone number, and device to use it with) they go for periods 

without being able to afford recharging their mobile phone service. Or, worse still, go 

through periods where they cannot afford mobile service. Or their access to a mobile phone, 

or the conditions of the mobile, or the lack of security in their personal circumstances, means 

that they are unable to afford a mobile phone for long period of time, or lost or have it stolen 

and cannot afford to replace it.  

From other sectors, such electricity, gas, and water, where coin-operated meters were 

available over twenty years ago (in the UK, for instance), consumer advocates have raised 

concerns that such ‘pay-as-you-go’ options can mean people effectively disconnect 

themselves. If one is unable to pay one’s bill, and is on a post-paid plan (two part tariff of 

connection and rental plus usage charges), the utility or service provider has a set of policy 

and procedures they have adopted – as well as the overarching regulatory and legal 

frameworks -- by which credit management, hardship measures, customer information and 

negotiation, and finally disconnection occurs. In the case of pre-paid mobile service, like 

coin-operated electricity meters, or other kinds of pay-as-you go utility and consumer 

services, if one is not able to afford the up-front charge to purchase credit in advance, the 

consequence is that the service halts – and cannot be used. Here it would be interesting to 

compare the risk management strategies of the service providers, and of customers, in 

relation to choosing pre-paid mobile services – an important area where we lack research.  

If usage patterns of pre-paid mobiles raise all manner of questions for affordability, it is very 

likely that this is even more so in the broader area of mobile Internet usage. There is clear 

evidence now about the importance of mobiles for Internet access for a wide range of 

consumers and socio-demographic groups. Yet we have little research that delves into the 

complexities of understanding the kinds of devices, connections, applications, and services 
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that low-income consumers use, in particular, and what issues and opportunities these pose 

for affordability.  

In Australia, it has largely been the charitable, NGO, and not-for-profit sector, in concert 

with some telecommunications providers (especially Telstra, through the Low-Income 

Measures Assessment Committee or LIMAC) that have provided information and research, 

brokered and forged often creative but typically piecemeal and partial (as well as provisional) 

solutions to the new affordability problems of the pervasiveness of pre-pay mobiles, and to 

the growing role of mobiles for Internet access (LIMAC 2012). Research is beginning to 

emerge, not least through the LIMAC process and ACCAN grants schemes (for instance, 

Justine Humphry’s 2013 project Homeless and Connected, which explores mobile phones 

and mobile Internet in the lives of families and young people experiencing homelessness). 

Now systematic government policy and action here is needed to put such initiatives on a 

sustainable, comprehensive footing. 

Internet 

The Internet is the other signature technology that has fundamentally reshaped the 

landscape of telecommunications affordability. The Internet is many things. Like mobiles, it 

has a Janus-faced role.  

It is a medium in its own right, with a rich, complex, interwoven layer of networks, protocols, 

devices, code, applications, and user cultures. It is also at the heart of transformations in the 

digital economy, as it combines with, and often becomes crucial to, many old and new media, 

communication, and informational forms.  

In the realm of affordability, we can identify the fact that the Internet, through Voice over 

Internet protocol (VoIP), and alternative communication channels (from messaging and 

email, through Skype and video communications, to social media), has offered options for 

users that are cheaper than alternative services offered by telecommunications providers – 

cf. interesting findings in recent Japanese studies, indicating consumer willingness to pay to 

retain voice communication services (e.g. Nakamura 2013). Through the features and 

affordances, business models and billing approaches to such services, the Internet has also 

offered new ways for consumers to manage their finances and household budgets, as well as 

credit management.  

Affordability, as noted long ago by telecommunications researchers such as Maureen 

LeBlanc, is a complex phenomenon (CTN 1995). It is not solely about income, price, and 

expenditure. Affordability is a dynamic interplay between people’s lives, money, services, 

and systems (cf. Levin 2010). Thus options to manage the ‘lumpiness’ of money flows — 

until payday or benefits arrive; facing multiple bills all at once; dealing with unforeseen high 
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bills (‘bill shock’); the impact of security deposits; and so on — are at the complex heart of 

telecommunications affordability. Here the pervasiveness of the Internet and its wide range 

of new communicative and media options provides important advances.  

As well as providing alternative channels, options, and tools for consumers to address 

telecommunications affordability, the Internet is a new topic in affordability in its own right. 

As many commentators, industry players, and even some governments have observed, the 

Internet is an essential service in its own right. Available national data shows high rates of 

Internet activity among Australian consumers. In December 2013 there were a total of 12.397 

million Internet connections, according to Australian Bureau of Statistics figures (ABS 

2014b). Of the total, most were broadband connections (12.192 million), with only 205,000 

dial-up Internet connections (ABS 2014b). Of the broadband internet connections, the lion’s 

share represented by mobile wireless connections (at 6.04 million, slightly down from June 

2013 figures), followed by Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connections (4.898 million), then 

cable (944 million), fibre (167 million), satellite (91 million) and fixed wireless (48 million) 

(ABS 2014b).  

How this figures relate to household Internet access is very interesting, and underscores the 

distance yet to be travelled in achieving connections for those who wish them. The number of 

households with access to the Internet at home is on the increase, with an estimated 7.3 

million households in 2012–13 – representing 83% of all households (up from 79% in 2010–

11) (ABS 2014a). The figures are higher for households with children under 15 years (96% of 

such households had Internet at home) (ABS 2014b). Tellingly, for affordability 

considerations, Internet access is higher for households with greater income: ‘In 2012–13, 

98% of households with household income of $120,000 or more had Internet access, 

compared to 57% of households with household income of less than $40,000’ (ABS 2014a). 

Proportion of Internet access at home varies with location, ranging from 89% in ACT to 78% 

in Tasmania (ABS 2014) – with further disaggregation by location, community, socio-

demographics and cultural background likely to show even more places with much lower 

than the national average (cf. for instance Rennie et al. 2013). 

In Australia, as elsewhere, it should be noted, when considering such figures, that there are 

significant numbers of individuals who do not use Internet, some from choice: noting by way 

of precaution the complex conditions by which choice is constructed and exercised, as the 

capabilities approach developed by Amartya Sen, Martha Nussbaum, and others reveals 

(Klein 2013); and others do not use the Internet because of affordability reasons, as the 

available evidence suggests.  

Thus the well-founded concern – summarized in International Telecommunications Union 

(ITU) data and initiatives (International Telecommunications Union  2013a) as well as 
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highlighted in key fora such as the World Summit on the Information Society (ITU 2013b) – 

that affordability of Internet (meaning the whole necessary bundle of access, devices, and 

applications) remains a real barrier, alongside issues of literacy, training, availability, 

infrastructure, and social, cultural, and political conditions in which Internet use unfolds (for 

instance, see Rennie et al. 2013). 

The new frontier of internet affordability now centrally revolve around the fast emerging 

preference for accessing internet via mobile devices. Internationally, the diffusion of Internet 

lags well behind mobile phones. ITU figures predict that mobile cellular subscriptions will 

reach 7 billion by end 2014, corresponding to a penetration rate of 96% (ITU 2014). In 

contrast, the estimated number of Internet users globally by end 2014 is almost 3 billion. 

Interestingly, this is only a little more than the estimated total number of mobile broadband 

subscriptions – predicted to reach 2.3 billion globally (ITU 2014). In Australia, at June 2013, 

there were 31.09 million mobile services in operation (up 3 per cent since June 2012) (ACMA 

2013). Moreover, 42 per cent of adults accessed the internet via their mobile phone during 

June 2013 (compared to 32 per cent during June 2012) (ACMA 2013).  

The stage has been set in Australia, and elsewhere, for Internet affordability to be 

incorporated into, and systematically related, to the universal service of telecommunications 

policy, as well as the prevailing norms of universal coverage of broadcasting and posts (Jaag 

2014). Yet decisive action on this has not occurred. 

The current standard telecommunications service definition adopted in 1997 represented a 

compromise concerning this. Various measures have been taken by Australian governments 

to fund Internet access, via extension to rural areas of dial-up access points, then wireless 

and satellite-supported Internet service (McElhinney 2001).  

The National Broadband Network 

The advent of the National Broadband Network (NBN) promised a masterstroke, rendering 

such incrementalist approaches in Internet provision irrelevant (see Darling 2012). 

Certainly, the Rudd Labor government, with Senator Conroy at the helm as Communications 

Minister, clearly articulated its plans for connecting all Australian households, businesses, 

and major organization and institutions with a high-capacity wireline broadband Internet 

service – with a fall-back to satellite and wireless service provision in the costly, hard-to-

reach ‘tail’ of remote populations. 

In essence, Labor felt it would provide a once-in-a-generation, quantum leap to affordability 

of Internet – and fast Internet, at that – by dint of its visionary NBN. As such, each citizen 

would now have an entitlement to broadband at a reasonable price: 
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Under the Rudd Government's new national broadband network every house, school 

and business in Australia will get access to affordable fast broadband. (Rudd et al. 

2009) 

Like many areas of NBN, the devil lurked in the details. There were discussions about the key 

issue of whether consumers would pay the same basic price for NBN connection and service, 

regardless of their location. This is the classic issue of cross-subsidy, which historically 

underpinned the evolution of universal service in telecommunication; and the terms of its 

rebalancing was fought out in the long wars of telecommunications reforms. Many 

telecommunications policy analysts had assumed the issue of cross-subsidy, along with 

atavistic institutions such as government provision of communications infrastructure, would 

have been long put to bed, the Australian epitaph written with the passage to full 

competition symbolically completed in the 1997 Telecommunications Act.  

No such luck, of course. Instead, the market’s failure to provide broadband service where it 

was needed, at the speeds and data allowances desired, by 2010 saw government’s role in 

creation, provision, and regulation of next-generation networks become a hot issue (Gulati 

and Yates 2012; Rajabiun and Middleton 2013). Australia was the darling of many 

telecommunications conferences, for its bold if vague NBN plans. What transpired in 

Australia has been a long, costly, partially reversible implementation of the NBN.  

The questions raised by some in relation to affordability were not ones that Senator Conroy 

and the Rudd and Gillard Labor governments wished to hear, let alone entertain, in the 

period in which they felt that the NBN was shortly about to transcend such matters. Yet these 

are crucial questions. As Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN)’s 

Pavilidis and Gadir note: 

it has become evident that a strategic challenge for generating policy change on 

affordability is the belief in policy-making circles that the rollout of NBN 

infrastructure is sufficient to address affordability concerns (even for low income 

consumers) in the communications market. The empirical reality does not support 

this belief. (Pavilidis and Gadir 2013) 

The NBN plans have been reconfigured by the current Coalition government since it took 

office in September 2013. Responding to the latest release of ABS figures showing only 83% 

of Australian households with access to Internet at home (ABS 2014), Communications 

Minister Malcolm Turnbull expressed his view on his blog that ‘affordability is the biggest 

barrier to broadband access in the home’ (Turnbull 2014). For Turnbull, the corollary was 

that investment in the NBN needed to be minimised to keep Internet prices as low as 

possible: 
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If one important policy objective of the NBN is to increase access to the Internet, it is 

absolutely critical that the capital cost is no more than is absolutely necessary. As I 

said in the House today, the consequence of an over capitalised Government telecom 

monopoly is inevitably going to be higher prices, which will mean that far from 

increasing access to the Internet, we will see more and more Australians priced out of 

Internet access. A broadband policy which has social equity as an objective must have 

affordability, driven by prudent levels of investment, as the highest 

priority. (Turnbull 2014) 

The positive aspect of this Coalition stance, as enunciated by Minister Turnbull, is that the 

government is taking price seriously. Its Labor predecessor, by contrast, was reluctant to 

address the growing evidence that given the rising cost and necessary investment to achieve 

the NBN rollout, the wholesale price, and so the likely retail prices, for NBN household 

service was likely to be much higher than previously hoped. However, while such scepticism 

and careful management of NBN investment and costs is critical for keeping eventual 

consumer prices low, affordability issues will remain. As yet, the Coalition has not been 

prepared to acknowledge and address this. In this sense, it continues a disappointing aspect 

of broadband affordability policy which took shape under its Labor predecessor. Thus Robert 

Morsillo’s 2012 judgement on NBN remains pertinent: 

While NBN will in principle resolve the availability issue, it remains to be seen 

whether increased retail competition in and of itself will overcome affordability 

barriers for low-income households who may have to resort to less capable wireless 

options instead. (Morsillo 2012) 

Interestingly, some of the international attention paid to government’s catalytic role in next-

generation infrastructure (even, or especially, in fostering public-private partners) has 

waned. In its place, the novel initiatives have come internationally from the private sector, 

especially in relation to high-publicity goals of ‘‘connecting the world’. For instance, in 

October 2013, a number of technology companies, including Google, Lucent, Facebook, Intel, 

Yahoo!, Microsoft, and Ericsson, joined with US, UK, and Swedish government agencies, as 

well as not-for-profit foundations, to launch the Affordable Internet Alliance. Specifically the 

Alliance aims to tackle ‘artificially high Internet prices in developing countries’, to ‘help 

access prices to fall to below 5% of monthly income worldwide, a target set by the UN 

Broadband Commission’ (AAI 2014). Certainly, this is a laudable goal. However, if one turns 

to the Alliance’s Policy & Regulatory Best Practices, there is little engagement with the 

complex issues of affordability beyond a general market-based approach. 

 The document starts encouragingly enough with the statement that the ‘Alliance is 

specifically focussed on affordability as a centralized issue that can most benefit from a 
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coordinated effort’ (AAI 2014). However, the Alliance is clear that it sees ‘open and 

competitive markets’ as the ‘most effective way to drive reduced delivery costs, affordable 

consumer pricing, and new innovation’ (AAI 2014). It does acknowledge alternative 

approaches, saying ‘[w]e are supportive of other approaches which are successful in 

achieving the same affordability targets’ (AAI 2014). However, other than ‘reasonable effort 

to systematize data collection of key indicators to measure effectiveness’ (AAI 2014), there is 

no other recognition that the achievement of a ‘liberalized market with an open, competitive 

environment’ AAI 2014) will most likely still leave many issues of affordability unaddressed 

(cf. Gasmi, et al. 2013; Gulati and Yates 2010; Henderson, Gentle and Ball 2005; Weidner et 

al. 2010) 

As well as the overarching issue of affordability of Internet connection and use, there are 

many other examples in the Internet, concerning which affordability has not been seriously 

or systematically worked through. Consider, for example, messaging and chat programs. 

Stand-alone messaging programs (such as Microsoft Messenger) have been with us since the 

1990s. More recently, messaging has become incorporated into other important consumer 

platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter. There is anecdotal as well as sporadic research 

evidence to suggest that people use such social media platforms (and increasingly mobile 

chat) as a cheap alternative to mobile-based SMS. This was something observed some time 

ago with African use of mobile software such as Mxit (see Ekine 2010), and now across a 

range of countries, not least China (Wai-chi Chu 2012), where the migration of Internet-

based messaging plus new social, mobile media platforms, offers cheaper options than SMS.  

Increasingly, a range of messaging platforms articulate with mobile-based communications, 

allowing SMS to be sent from Skype, or Apple Messages, whether for free, or at least more 

cheaply than from mobiles. 

This example reminds us that mobile Internet is a much more far-reaching and complex 

development that a simple convergence between ‘the Internet’ and ‘cellular mobiles’. Rather, 

we see a very interesting set of developments at the intersection of wireless Internet and 

mobility. Indeed, a mobile Internet development that has important implications for 

affordability is further discussed under the rubric of ‘public WiFi’. 

Public WiFi 

Over a fifteen year period, WiFi has established itself as an important technology. ‘Private’ 

WiFi is widespread in households, and underpins much of the developments in convergent, 

digital, media – think, for instance, of the new Internet and mobile-based modes of 

accessing, consuming, and broadcasting television, where digital television (as officially 
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conceived by the television industry) has been fundamentally displaced by Internet and 

mobiles (especially smart phones and tablet computers such as the iPad) (Goggin 2014). 

There is little or no research on whether households face affordability issues purchasing 

good WiFi technology for their households; yet a lot of assumptions, visions, and plans about 

digital technology assume households are suitably wired. In the contemporary media-

intensive ‘smart’ home, there surely must be ‘information have-less’ and ‘information have-

not’ as well as households well able to complain about the ‘information glut’ (Andrejevic 

2013) that their overabundance of wireless and wireline connections, and multitudes of 

devices affords them. There also remains significant community based WiFi in Australia, 

largely escaping mainstream public and policy notice. It is most interestingly discussed in 

Katrina Jungnickel’s 2014 account of WiFi communities (Jungnickel 2014). Such WiFi 

communities represent but one face of the wide democratisation of technologies represented 

in a range of movements associated with participatory, do-it-yourself (DiY), and maker 

communities (cf. Poblet 2013). 

It is important to acknowledge and bring such household and community uses of WiFi into 

the discussion, before turning to the topic of public WiFi – the subject of a panel at the 

November 2013 Emerging Issues in Communication Research & Policy conference, 

convened by the News & Media Research, University of Canberra (for instance, see Potts 

2014). Despite its pride in the CSIRO playing a pivotal role in the invention of WiFi, the 

rollout of the technology in Australia has been very patchy (Goggin 2007). Nonetheless, by 

2014 there is now sufficient WiFi available in public places for the expectation to emerge that 

there is available, adequate quality Internet (albeit an expectation more often dashed than 

satisfied). There is anecdotal evidence that free public WiFi, in particular, provides a 

significant mode of Internet access and use to address or provide some relief for affordability 

challenges. Yet, the availability of WiFi has only slowly emerged onto the broader policy 

agenda– its importance highlighted, for instance, by 2013-2014 research focussing on WiFi 

as ‘municipal broadband’ constituting a ‘civic infrastructure’ (McShane, Meredyth, and 

Wilson 2014). The role of such public WiFi, if systematically rolled out, in addressing 

affordability issues remains to be adequately discussed. 

Conclusion 

For some years, Australian telecommunications policy concerning affordability has been in a 

holding pattern. Affordability is broadly recognised as a key element of universal service. 

Some policies are in place, to provide support, packages, and concessions. Telstra still 

remains the mainstay and custodian of such efforts.  

The aspects of affordability measures that relate to longstanding support for 

telecommunications as part of government welfare benefits are now in jeopardy, following 
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the stringent fiscal approach taken towards low-income Australians in the May 2014 Federal 

budget. In all aspects, the world has moved on, yet affordability policy has not been updated 

in the comprehensive way that is now needed. 

As charted in this paper, and evident across the research, policy discussions, and many 

initiatives, mobiles and Internet are essential services (Burkart, 2007). The issues they raise 

are complex – yet we know little about patterns of use and their interrelationship with 

affordability (cf. Holt and Galligan 2013). Efforts to address affordability issues concerning 

them remain at a very general level, around the world. There are policy efforts across 

different government portfolios, industry participants, research institutions, and in the NGO 

and not-for-profit sector. However, these are not brought together, in a coordinated or 

unified policy framework.  

In the Australian context, we have the example of the lack of integration between national 

plans and policy concerning NBN, and mobile Internet and wireless networks (Middleton 

and Given 2011). To his credit, Minister Turnbull has often drawn attention to this gulf 

between NBN as the main solution for Australia’s broadband, and the reality of widespread 

reliance upon mobile and wireless technologies. When it comes to affordability, this is most 

demonstrably the case. Affordability is a pressing issue in telecommunications, and deserves 

a comprehensive framework to grasp its contemporary realities and address the issues they 

raise across the many policy and industry settings.  
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Summary:  

This paper attempts to synthesise different bodies of literature relating to technology and inequality. 

The use of technology by minority groups has been studied, but in isolation. That is, it has been 

examined within particular marginalised communities rather than across them. For example, 

migrants and the ways that technologies are deployed to sustain connections between family members 

in different countries have been investigated extensively. Indigenous groups’ appropriation of 

technologies to overcome distance in rural and remote areas has also been explored in depth. The role 

of technology in providing independence to people with disabilities has been scrutinised too, 

separately from that of older people. The findings from these studies of various minority groups 

generally sit in different disciplines, with little to no comparative analysis of them.  

In understanding commonalities between these minority groups in relation to access and affordability, 

the paper argues that these can no longer be considered ‘minority’ issues as they affect a significant 

proportion of the Australian population. Rather, affordability needs to be framed as part of a wider 

discussion about access and accessibility. Furthermore, notions of access and accessibility should be 

emphasised and clearly distinguished from mere availability.  

Introduction: the Australian context 

Groups and communities who have largely been considered as being on the ‘wrong’ side of 

the digital divide include:  

 New migrants and refugees 

 People from non-English speaking backgrounds 

 Older women 

 People of low socio-economic status 

 People in rural and remote areas 

 Indigenous communities
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 People with disabilities.  

The Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) has published a 

number of reports that investigate ICT availability, access and affordability for each of these 

minority groups.  

In 2011, I received funding from ACCAN to conduct a research project to study the 

technology literacies of newly arrived migrants from refugee backgrounds. Specifically, it 

looked at how refugees utilise technology products and services upon arrival in Australia, 

and how they integrate into the diverse technological landscape offered here. As refugees 

often come from contexts where there is a lack of availability, accessibility and affordability 

of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in their countries of origin and the 

intermediate countries to which they are displaced, this informs the levels of technical 

literacy they bring with them to their country of settlement.  

The Mind the Gap report (Leung 2011) found that refugees’ experiences of technology had 

been impeded by war and in their countries of origin that had destroyed technical 

infrastructures. Furthermore, displacement to intermediate countries meant having to learn 

whole new systems and processes of using ICTs, assuming there was availability. For those 

who had spent time in refugee camps, availability was often limited, or otherwise financially 

inaccessible. This impacts on the levels of technical literacies that refugees have when they 

settle in Australia, such that some have no experience of having a home phone or actually 

dialling a telephone number directly. Services that they are most familiar with are shared 

ones, whereby they pay for someone to make a phone call for them, or write and send an 

email or letter for them.  

The case studies in the Taking Advantage of Disadvantage report demonstrate how 

unreasonable it is to expect new migrants and refugees to be vigilant and informed 

consumers in the Australian telecommunications market. The study illustrates the 

difficulties in navigating the complex technical and contractual landscape of mobile phone 

deals, bundles and capped plans, especially in the context of limited English language 

proficiency and illiteracy in their native language.  

According to the Communicating Difference report, one in four telecommunications 

consumers in Australia is from a non-English speaking background (NESB). For NESB 

consumers, the phone – whether landline or mobile – is a key technology, a more familiar 

and meaningful technology, than a computer. The Internet is alienating because of the way 

content is presented and the lack of available multilingual information. Therefore, access to 

services that are supposed to be universal – such as health and education – is impeded.  
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Indeed, the majority of participants in the Telecommunications and health information for 

multicultural Australia study confirmed that they do not use the Internet to find health 

information. CALD communities are more open to using telecommunications for health care 

than the Internet. This is an important finding considering a key purpose of the NBN is to 

provide infrastructure to support new technologies in the healthcare sector (AHWI 2012: 9).  

For seniors, offering free training in Internet use in their native language, was not sufficient 

to entice older people to use computers. Older people use the Internet at a lower rate than 

the rest of the Australian population, and anxiety surrounding technology use plays a big 

part in this (NEDA 2010: 66; COTA 2011: 4). However, the Where do I start? Female seniors 

and the Internet report found that non-users of the Internet seemed to be as well-informed 

as the Internet users in the study. That is, the non-users sought their information through 

other means (ibid: 6). Previous research has confirmed that older people are simply not 

interested in the Internet.  

There are also 281,000 people over the age of 65 years who have dual sensory loss, more 

than three times the number under that age (Able Australia 2011: 7). This affects their ability 

to communicate and so, support from interpreters, hearing aids or other assistive technology 

is required. Those who are deafblind have difficulty reading and writing in English (ibid: 8). 

In addition to language literacies, there are dual technical literacies needed to use both 

specialised equipment and ICTs, as well as to make those technologies work together. In the 

Telecommunications & deafblind Australians report, 90% of the participants surveyed were 

on a pension, with the majority stating they did not have funds to buy accessible devices 

(ibid: 20). However, deafblind Australians were more likely to use landlines and computers 

with Internet access than mobile phones, largely due to the degree of compatibility with 

assistive devices (ibid: 24). A constant in the lives of people with deafblindness is isolation, 

so technology which enables them to communicate with others and access information is 

particularly critical. 

Isolation is also experienced by those living in regional, rural and remote areas. Similar to 

people with disabilities, access to ICTs is largely brokered through others. Where people with 

disabilities rely on interpreters and trainers, people living outside of metropolitan areas 

depend on non-profit organisations.  

‘Disadvantaged and vulnerable consumers in the Northern Rivers Region also do not value 

ICT highly as a priority of need. Competing priorities such as secure housing, employment, 

health concerns and caring for children override the need for access to ICTs. (Also) 

affordability is a major issue (and) digital literacy must be addressed.’ (Notara 2011: 8) 
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Isolation is also compounded by the lack of availability of ICT services in remote areas, 

where Internet access and mobile networks are patchy and unreliable. Consequently, there is 

a lack of trust in using such technologies and ‘no great interest in these things, they are 

frightened of them.’ (ibid: 28) 

In the Home Internet for Remote Indigenous Communities report, it was found that less 

than 6% of the residents in the study had a home computer or laptop and of those who had 

had used a computer at some point, a third had never been online (ARC Centre for 

Excellence for Creative Industries & Innovation et al 2011: 11). Sustaining telephone contact 

between service providers and these communities remains difficult when nobody has home 

phones, only about half of the population has mobile phone coverage, and there is only one 

shared public telephone in a town or community. Therefore, issues of availability compound 

other issues of access such as lack of affordability, lack of English language and technical 

literacies. This is demonstrated in communities that had satellite broadband: the report 

found that despite this availability, adoption of home Internet was still low (ibid: 16, 35).   

Similarly, Wise’s study of low socio-economic status consumers experiencing financial 

hardship found that irrespective of availability, telecommunications are not universally 

accessible (2013: 1). But mobile phone ownership was widespread with nearly half using it as 

their only form of telecommunication. The mobile phone was seen as the most affordable, 

and as a result preferable to home phone and having a lower threshold to participation than 

other technologies.  

The wider literature and context 

It is estimated by Barnard et al (2013: 1715) that nearly 70% of the world’s population are 

‘digitally excluded’ in the sense that they do not engage with digital products or services, or 

access the Internet. Underpinning much of the literature on the digitally excluded is a sense 

of deficit, that without Internet access, the group in question is deprived of a resource that 

others have:  

‘…to lag in the use of technology is to remain behind a veil of limited knowledge and 

opportunities.’ (Green and McAdams quoted in Selwyn 2004: 370) 

Clearly, this is a global majority, but much of the wider literature has focused on particular 

minority groups as being over-represented on the ‘wrong’ side of the ‘digital divide’. 

However, many of the studies indicate that they are not uniformly disadvantaged in their ICT 

access or digital literacies. Indeed, some migrant groups have been shown to be 

technologically well-connected with friends, family and across diasporas, while refugees were 

not (Buckingham 2007: 51). It is often where these minority groups intersect that issues of 
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access become more pronounced: for example, the 23% of older Australians aged over 65 

years who are from migrant backgrounds will be affected by limited English language ability, 

limited technical literacy and limited affordability to access ICTs (Migliorino 2011: 107).  

Kluzer and Rissola (2009: 67) estimate that approximately 16% of the population of the 

European Union to be social excluded due to income poverty, low socio-economic status and 

lack of employment: this population is also eight times more likely to be digitally disengaged 

and have lower digital literacies.  In 2007, it was found that 40% of the European population 

had no Internet skills, with low SES and older people over-represented in this statistic.  

Studies of seniors has also shown some to be active ICT users, although attention has 

concentrated on those that are inactive (Martinez-Pecino and Lera 2012: 876). The vast 

majority of active seniors owned mobile phones for the purpose of speaking to others, not for 

any other features such as taking photographs or accessing the Internet. They also felt the 

mobile was beneficial in cases of emergency but could easily live without one. Research 

clearly shows that seniors are not using broadband Internet as much as other demographic 

groups, and are more comfortable using well-known, familiar, and cheaper technologies in 

order to learn or seek information (Naumanen and Tukainen 2009). Heart and Kalderon 

(2010: 211) suggest that older people who are experiencing health issues are less likely to use 

ICTs, as their focus is on other priorities and because their impairments may inhibit their 

access. That technology is not an immediate priority, too, has been asserted about other 

minority groups.  

Some studies have shown that electricity can be an unaffordable luxury for these 

communities, in which case Ratliff et al (2012: 221) recommend making use of what is 

available rather than emphasising access to new and unfamiliar technologies in the context 

of supporting people with disabilities. Likewise, Radoll (2009: 319) confirms that in remote 

Australian Indigenous communities, big issues such as unemployment and poor health 

inhibit ICT adoption, although ICTs can contribute to community wellbeing (Vaughan 2011: 

146). Thus, mobile phones have been used as learning resources in preference to computers, 

as more Indigenous people access the former than any other digital technology (Auld et al 

2012; Johnson 2013). Data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics indicates that low 

income households located in non-metropolitan areas of Australia are the least likely to have 

computers or be connected to the Internet (Atkinson et l 2008: 481). Goggin (2003: 35) 

explains that this may be due to country areas receiving services later than metropolitan 

counterparts and having to pay higher prices for those services.  

While much of the wider literature points to the larger issues that inform digital 

disengagement, few of the studies specifically discuss affordability as a major factor, other 

than in studies of disability and ICT access. In the latter body of literature, the affordability 
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of assistive technologies and their compatibility with computers and the Internet is discussed 

prominently (Dobransky and Hargittai 2006; Vicenta and Lopez 2010; Macdonald and 

Clayton 2013).  

It is offline factors which define the disadvantage of the various minority groups, and this 

appears to be then ‘mirrored’ in their access and relationships to technology. However, it is 

also evident in the literature that these groups do not consider technology to address their 

disadvantage, and so have little use for or faith in new technologies, even if they are 

available. 

What is shared? 
Table 1 – summary of issues common to abovementioned minority groups 

 

For most of the groups discussed, availability is not the main issue (see Table 1). There is ICT 

availability even in rural and remote areas, albeit limited, but uptake of computers and the 

Internet is low. Instead, telecommunications technologies have been privileged. The 

preference for mobiles to computers suggests that telecommunications offers a lower 

financial and technical threshold to participation.  

Levels of literacy, both language and technical, are linked in that those who lack English 

language skills:  
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 often need assistance brokering access to technologies, inhibiting their technical 

literacies 

 are unable to access or understand online content without help 

 are also hindered in their ICT access because of confusing telecommunications 

contracts.  

Lack of language and technical skills is also connected to financial literacy and affordability, 

as there is a cost to not understanding contractual agreements with telecommunications 

and/or Internet service providers. There is also a cost to seeking help with technology access. 

There is the cost of time for the person seeking assistance as well as for the person assisting. 

The former is also at the mercy of the latter when making technology choices, as options 

(which may not be the most affordable) are filtered and interpreted.  

The lack of language literacies not only refers to refugees and new migrants, people from 

NESB or culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities. It also encompasses the 

54% of deafblind respondents surveyed in the Telecommunications and deafblind 

Australians report who found websites difficult to read. The Australian Bureau of Statistics 

cites just over half the Australian population as being ‘functionally literate’, meaning that 

46% of adult Australians ‘cannot confidently read newspapers, follow a recipe, make sense of 

timetables, or understand the instructions on a medicine bottle’ (ABS 2012).  

There is also a strong correlation between low levels of language literacy and low socio-

economic status, as those with higher levels of education attainment and literacy have higher 

rates of employment (APC 2010). Therefore, it can be said that affordability of ICTs is an 

issue for nearly half the Australian population.  Clearly, these are no longer ‘minority’ issues 

when:  

 One in four Australians is from a NESB background and Australia is becoming 

increasing culturally and linguistically diverse (AHWI 2012: 5) 

 Over one million Australians are from NESB background also have a disability 

(NEDA 2010: 22) 

 Almost 20% of the Australian population have identified themselves as having a 

disability, with this percentage increasing as the population ages (Australian Human 

Rights Commission 2005) 

 There is overlap in the experiences of minority groups: English as a second language 

cuts across refugees, new migrants, older people and people with disabilities. 

Similarly, there are older people in each of the other groups.  
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In a context where such a large proportion of the Australian population is affected by issues 

of affordability, and those issues are informed by various types and levels of literacy, it is 

inappropriate to frame the ‘digital divide’ debate in terms of a deficit hypothesis: that is, 

these groups and communities are in danger of missing out on the benefits of technological 

advances because they do not have the necessary literacies and finances to stay abreast of 

them. In other words, minority groups are represented as lacking in a digital world of ICTs, 

unable to keep up with the rest of us. Rather, a rethinking of access and accessibility is 

required in which affordability is part and parcel of the design of inclusive technology 

products and services.  

Distinguishing between availability and access 

Warschauer (2003: 31) contends that there have been two main models for understanding 

technology access. The first is in terms of devices, the simple physical access or presence of 

device. The second is in relation to conduits: things that facilitate use of a device, that is, a 

network of some kind such as electricity, Internet, or telecommunications infrastructure.  

Both these models are arguably more about making technologies available than accessible.  

 

Availability is about the supply or provision of a technology, in much the same way that the 

National Broadband Network (NBN) rollout has been primarily concerned with making 

high-speed broadband available to at least 90% of Australians (Australian Government 

Department of Communications 2014). Notions of availability and access become conflated 

in statements such as:  

‘The NBN will ensure that all Australians have access to very fast broadband… The 

government’s aim is that all households and businesses should have access to broadband…’ 

However, availability does not equate to access. An NBN service will be present and 

operational, but the existing literature already indicates that mobile networks will be 

favoured over the NBN for the above-mentioned groups and communities. Indeed, Prasad 

(2013: 229) concurs:  

‘Unlike roads, the provision of digital connectivity is not sufficient to ensure the 

empowerment or even equitable inclusion of the target population.’ 

‘The NBN is unlikely to resolve issues of access and adoption.’ (ARC Centre for Excellence for 

Creative Industries and Innovation 2011:59) 

Accessibility refers to the extent to which available ICTs can be accessed. The ratio of 

availability to accessibility can be configured differently. For example, there may be 
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widespread availability of a particular technology, but the capacity to access it can be 

constrained by factors such as: 

 the affordability of that technology 

 government restrictions on use of a technology 

 levels of literacy in that technology.  

In addition to the commonplace models of understanding access through devices and 

conduits, Warschauer (2013: 38) proposes a third model for understanding access: literacy. 

But while Warschauer defines literacy largely in terms of language (reading and writing) and 

technology skills (digital literacies), my argument is that financial literacy also plays a 

significant role in technology access.  

In other words, the minority groups discussed have chosen to access technologies that are 

suited to their levels of language, technical and financial literacy. For the most part, using a 

mouse and keyboard to access the Internet has not resonated with these communities (with 

the exception of people with disabilities, who are compelled to use assistive technologies with 

their computers because of their incompatibility with mobile devices). Firstly, much of the 

textual content on the Web would not be accessible to those who are ‘functionally illterate’. 

Secondly, the cost of purchasing a computer and the ongoing costs of Internet access are 

prohibitive when compared with telecommunications technologies. Thirdly, as a result of not 

using computers to access the Internet, those technical literacies are not developed.  

Yet, central to this thesis of the ‘digital divide’ is an evangelising of the Internet as the 

foundation of an information society constituted by informed citizens. This has been the 

basis for the push for e-government, in which all information and services of government 

departments can be accessed online (Commonwealth of Australia 2009). However, the 

responsibility and cost of getting access to the Internet rests with individuals with the 

underlying assumption that it is unproblematic as long as there is availability. 

Is it possible for the government to guarantee access, not just availability? Given the 

diversity of the technological landscape, and the enduring difficulties that governments have 

faced in trying to get minority groups on the ‘right’ side of the ‘digital divide’, alternative 

mechanisms are needed that are more user-centred and inclusive of different types of access.  

One approach may be to revisit the notion of universal service. Given (2008: 92) regards the 

Universal Service Obligation (USO) as one of many instruments that can be used to ensure 

universal availability. Previously, a USO has primarily applied to making standard fixed line 

telephone services available and affordable. In 2000, Australia introduced a digital data 

service obligation to supplement this (ibid: 97) but arguably this emphasised availability over 
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access and affordability. There is no equivalent USO for mobile telephony services in 

Australia, yet the inclusion of mobile and broadband services in the USO has already taken 

place in other countries (Prasad 2013: 227). Ironically, the mobile market has delivered near 

universal access in the absence of an USO, but does this mean it need not be governed by 

principles of inclusion?  

A key principle underpinning the traditional USO may offer an initial departure point: to 

ensure ‘the ability of everyone to make and receive telephone calls at reasonable prices’ 

(Blackman 1995: 171). However, this principle is now relevant to more affordable platforms 

than fixed line telephony, such as mobile networks and the Internet. Application to a wider 

technological marketplace would enable fulfilment of both rights-based and legal dimensions 

of universal service (ibid: 172). A rights-based definition suggests access to 

telecommunications as a basic right of all citizens as it is considered a ‘consumption norm’, a 

‘primary good’ and a ‘bare essential’ (Prasad 2013: 228) such that it is required for those 

citizens to function in society and those who cannot afford it risk social exclusion. A legal 

definition of USO implements this by requiring:  

 Universal geographical availability 

 Non-discriminatory access in terms of users and platforms 

 Reasonable costs (Blackman 1995: 172). 

Kent (2007: 110) argues that a USO must go beyond geographical availability in order for 

access to be universal. Rather, all three aspects of a USO -  the notions of ‘universality’, 

‘service’ and ‘obligation’ – each need to be interrogated separately in relation to access, 

affordability and the current technological landscape. In order for a USO to have broad 

reach, Kent (ibid: 117) recommends that it should be ‘ambiguous’, high-level and principles-

based, instead of tying it to particular services and funding models. 

Conclusions  

Looking across the literature at research that has examined various minority groups’ 

relationships to technology is a sobering reminder that availability does not guarantee 

uptake, nor does it ensure access. The commonalities shared by these communities in 

relation to their participation in technology demonstrate the extent to which the Australian 

population is affected by issues of access and affordability, and furthermore, how these are 

informed by language, technical and financial literacies. 

While the market is quick to accommodate the constant flow of new technologies, it is less 

considerate of users of older, more familiar technologies and the extant literacies exercised 

to navigate the information landscape and access services. It is clear in the literature that 
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these users extend beyond minority groups to almost half the Australian population when 

functional literacy, technical skills and affordability are taken into consideration.  

If the government is serious about providing technology access, and not just availability, 

then the implications for e-government policies are profound, in respect to:  

 Designing information and services using language and content which are inclusive 

of the communities concerned and accessible to all 

 Ensuring that access to information and services does not discriminate based on the 

technology used 

 Accommodating an increasingly diverse technological landscape that encompasses 

old and new means of disseminating information 

 Considering different degrees of affordability that affect access to technology through 

Universal Service Obligations.  
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Summary 

 

Cellular mobile networks have enabled ubiquitous communications and largely 

changed the way we live and work. At the same time, the network itself has been 

undergoing significant changes in the process of meeting our ever increasing demands 

on data rate and quality of service. In this article, we show the path of the evolution in 

both standards and techniques, and provide our vision for the future of the cellular 

networks. We review the evolution of international standards for cellular mobile 

networks  in the last two decades, describe how the network layout has been migrating 

from rigid cellular architecture to random and dense small cells, and provide an in-

depth discussion on potential enabling techniques for the next generation (5G) cellular 

networks, particularly massive MIMO and multiband base-station antennas. 

 

Introduction 

Cellular networks have been undergoing significant changes in the process of meeting our 

ever increasing demands on data rate and quality of service. Since its invention in 1980s, the 

cellular network has evolved from the first generation to the 4th generation, and is advancing 

towards the 5th generation. Some of the major changes, which have driven the development 

of cellular network and have vastly improved its overall performance, are listed below: 

 From analogue to digital networks. The first generation cellular network was purely 

analogue, and digital systems have been used since the second generation; 

 From narrow band to broadband communications. This change resulted from the 

demand for higher data rate, and led to fundamental changes of  modulation and 

multiple access techniques; 

 From circuit switched to packet switched. Packet switching based on the internet 

protocol (IP) has been dominating since the 3rd generation; 
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 From rigid cellular architecture to random and dense small cells. This change 

becomes apparent in the 4th generation and is becoming increasingly important in 

boosting system capacity; 

  From hierarchical to flat network structure. Network architecture is becoming 

simpler to reduce processing complexity and backhaul requirements; and 

 From pure base-stations for macro-cells to heterogeneous networks containing 

various base-station and access devices such as small cells, remote radio heads, and 

distributed antenna systems.   

In this article, we track these changes and demonstrate the evolution of cellular networks in 

both standards and technologies, and provide our vision for its future. We will first review 

the evolution of international standards for cellular mobile networks, highlighting their key 

techniques. We then investigate how the network layout has been migrating from rigid 

cellular architecture to random and dense small cells, and discuss techniques that are being 

used to deal with problems associated with such layout variation. We will also provide in-

depth discussions for potential enabling techniques for the next generation (5G) cellular 

networks, particularly massive multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) and multiband base-

station antennas. 

Evolution of Mobile Standards from 2G to 5G  

Mobile systems have evolved from the first generation to the current fourth generation, and 

are evolving towards the fifth generation. Mobile standards have evolved approximately at 

the pace of one generation every five years since the 2nd generation. The evolution of mobile 

standards from 2G to 5G is depicted in Fig. 1 with key features highlighted. In Table 1, key 

parameters of some main mobile systems are also listed. For more details, interested readers 

are referred to (Ghosh et al. 2010). 
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Figure 1 Evolution of Cellular Mobile Standard from 2G to 5G 

 

2G 

2G mobile systems were introduced in early 1990s, and are still being used today. They are 

mainly based on circuit-switched data transmission, and support voice services. Their 

evolved systems also support packet-switched and data services such as SMS. Typical 2G 

systems include the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), IS-95 code division 

multiple access (CDMA), and IS-136 time division multiple access (TDMA) systems. Among 

them, GSM is the most widely deployed.  

3G  

3G mobile systems provide much higher data rates and better quality of service than 2G 

systems by using larger bandwidth and primarily code division multiple access (CDMA) 

techniques. Among the many 3G standards, wideband CDMA (WCDMA), CDMA-2000 and 

TD-SCDMA are most widely used. WCDMA and CDMA-2000 are evolutions of GSM and IS-

95 CDMA, respectively, while TD-SCDMA is a new standard proposed for operation in 

unpaired spectrum using time division duplexing. Due to the popularity of GSM, WCDMA is 

still the most popular 3G system in the world.  

The first WCDMA standard was published in 1999. Its air interface is based on wideband 

CDMA, where a single data symbol is spread to multiple samples of chips by multiplying with 
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a pseudo-random sequence. Alamouti space-time coding is also introduced to achieve 

transmit diversity. At the network layer, WCDMA retains the basic architecture of 

GSM/GPRS networks, with network elements enhanced for 3G capabilities. Starting from 

2002, high-speed packet access (HSPA) was introduced to achieve higher-speed downlink 

and uplink packet access by using new techniques such as multicode transmission, short 

transmission time interval, adaptive modulation and coding, fast dynamic scheduling and 

hybrid automatic repeat request. 

4G  

The first long term evolution (LTE) standard was released in 2009 as 3GPP release 8 

(http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/72-release-8). Enhanced versions since 

release 10 in 2011 are known as LTE-Advanced standards. Although LTE does not meet the 

requirements of ITU for 4G wireless standard such as 1 Gbps peak data rate for pedestrian 

users, it, together with LTE-Advanced, are referred to as 4G systems due to several major 

changes they share, compared to 3G systems. 

The major differentiating techniques between 4G and 3G include orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM); channel dependent multiuser resource scheduling; multi-

antenna; and IP-based flat network architecture. OFDM has many advantages for broadband 

communications, such as low complexity equalisation in dense multipath channels, simple 

implementation complexity and flexibility in supporting multiple access. Since mobile users 

can have uncorrelated multipath channels, it is possible to allocate frequency subcarriers to 

users with the lowest attenuation at these subcarriers to achieve maximum diversity. Multi-

antenna techniques, MIMO in particular, are also extensively used in 4G, including transmit 

diversity, beamforming, spatial multiplexing and multiuser MIMO (also known as spatial 

division multiple access, SDMA). The application of these techniques gives a large 

improvement in the data rate and reception performance. Besides the major changes in air-

interface, the other radical aspect of 4G is the flat radio and core network architecture, which 

means fewer nodes and a less hierarchical structure for the network. In such a flat 

architecture, all services are supported on the IP packet network.  

Compared to LTE, LTE-Advanced achieves higher data rates, spectral efficiency and spectral 

efficiency per coverage area. In particular, it uses wider bandwidth through Carrier 

Aggregation (CA); enhanced multi-antenna techniques such as downlink MIMO up to 8x8; 

multiuser MIMO, and uplink MIMO up to 4x4; heterogeneous network (HetNet) and 

Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP) techniques. Carrier aggregation combines multiple 

channels, ranging from initially two 10 MHz channels to 45 being defined, to enable a 

cellular network to boost the data rate. The concept is also being extended to facilitate 

http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/72-release-8
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aggregation across adjacent cells on the same carrier for load balancing (known as 

MultiFlow), and aggregation across paired and unpaired spectrum (LTE FDD and TDD). A 

HetNet is formed of a mixture of macro-, micro- and pico- base stations serving areas of 

different sizes.  Different cells collaborate through CoMP techniques to mitigate interference 

and improve network performance. Small cells become the future of cellular evolution, as 

will be discussed in detail in next Section. 

Currently, LTE-Advanced is being further improved to address the mobile data capacity 

challenges, such as extension to unlicensed spectrum bands in particular the 5 GHz ISM 

band, WiFi offloading, and LTE for broadcasting (Qualcomm 2014).  

5G 

Currently, 5G mobile networks are still a vision with the technical specifications yet to be 

written. It is estimated that 5G may be introduced in the late 2010s. Five disruptive 

technologies for 5G are described in Boccardi et al. (2014), including device-centric 

architectures, millimetre wave, massive MIMO, smarter devices and native support for 

machine-to-machine communications. The following techniques, in our opinion, could 

become the foundations of 5G: 

 Small cell and centralised processing architecture such as the cloud radio access 

network (C-RAN),  which combines wired and wireless networks and can 

significantly increase system capacity and provide great flexibility in dealing with 

network dynamics;  

 Massive MIMO techniques which use a very large number of antennas to suppress 

interference and increase spatial multiplexing capabilities for both single and 

multiple users;  

 Smart base-station multiband antenna array and millimetre wave hybrid array 

techniques, which are low-cost and efficient solutions to implementing small cell and 

massive MIMO technologies. 

An in-depth review of these techniques is further provided in each of the following three 
sections. 
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Table 1 Key parameters of main mobile standards 

 GSM WCDMA 
LTE/LTE-
Advanced 

5G (Possibility) 

Frequency 
Bands 

850/900 MHz, 
1.8/1.9 GHz 

850/900 MHz; 

1.8/1.9/2.1 GHz 

New spectrum: 
700 MHz; 
1.5/2.6 GHz 

New spectrum at 
millimeter wave 
band from 28 to 
95 GHz 

Channel 
Bandwidth 

200 KHz 5 MHz 1.4, 3, 5, 10,15 and 
20 MHz 

Up to a few hundred 
MHz 

Modulation GMSK QPSK (+ 16QAM 
and 64QAM for 
HSPA)  

QPSK, 16QAM and 
64QAM 

Higher modulation 
256QAM 

Channel 
Coding 

Convolutional 
Coding 

Convolutional 
Coding 

Convolutional, 
Turbo and LDPC 
Coding 

Low density parity 
check (LDPC) 
coding 

Multiple 
Access 
Scheme 

TDMA, FDMA CDMA, TDMA OFDMA, 
SC-FDMA 

OFDM 

Peak Data 
rate 

107 Kbps 
(GPRS); 

384 Kbps 
(EDGE) 

384-2048 Kbps; 

3.6-14.4 Mbps 
(HSPA Downlink) 

LTE: 300 Mbps 
(Downlink); 
75 Mbps (Uplink); 

LTE-Advanced: 

1 Gbps (Downlink); 

500 Mbps (Uplink) 

Tens of Gbps 

Latency (ms) 700 (GPRS) <200 <30 lower latency 

 

Evolution of Cellular Layout 

The cellular concept was a breakthrough in mobile communications. By dividing a large area 

into several smaller areas and replacing a single high-power transmitter with several lower-

power ones, system capacity can be significantly increased. Automatic handover is applied to 

support mobile users moving between different cells. The cellular layout has experienced 

significant changes since its invention. 

Traditional cellular networks (1-3G) have a regular cellular architecture, as shown in Fig. 2a. 

Each base-station is located in the centre of the cell, and each cell covers a similar area. Each 

cell uses a fraction of the total available spectrum and the same frequencies can be reused in 

sufficiently separated base stations. In such a cell architecture, the capacity of each cell is 

similar and hence it is inefficient in supporting a “hotspot” where the capacity demand is 

much larger than the average. Users at the edge of a cell can also have inferior performance 

due to increased signal attenuation and co-channel interference.  

To satisfy non-uniform capacity requirements and to increase system capacity, the cell size 

becomes smaller, and the shape of cells become less regular. In particular, HetNet cells 
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overlap with each other, and one large cell can even contain several smaller cells, as shown in 

Fig. 2b where two smaller cells are located within the cell outlined in red. Such a HetNet cell 

architecture can efficiently support “hotspots”, adapt to different capacity requirements and 

largely increase the overall system capacity. However, co-channel interference becomes a 

major problem. 3GPP Release 11 and beyond have proposed many efficient approaches to 

support HetNet and solve its interference problem, such as CoMP and Range Expansion.  

CoMP is designed to enable neighbouring cells to collaborate with each other, particularly in 

supporting users at the edge of the cell. Depending on the scheduling complexity and the 

capacity of the backhaul links between base stations, three types of CoMP techniques can be 

applied, including coordinated scheduling and coordinated beamforming, joint transmission 

and transmission point selection (Lee et al. 2012).  

Range Expansion refers to a set of interference management tools that enable the association 

of more users to small cells to increase the overall network capacity (Lopez-Perez et al. 2011). 

Two key techniques, enhanced Inter Cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) from the 

network side and Interference Cancellation (IC) from the device side are the core of Range 

Expansion. Cells use eICIC to coordinate resource scheduling to minimize co-channel 

interference, and mobile devices use advanced IC techniques to connect to small cells even at 

very low signal to noise ratio (SNR).  

Small Cell techniques are the future of mobile communications. Cells are becoming denser 

and the cell setup is becoming more random, as show in Fig. 2c. A base station is deployed 

primarily on demand without considering location optimisation. It can even be randomly 

deployed by users rather than the operator, in an integrated wired and wireless network such 

as the mobile over FTTx (MoF) networks (Zhang et al 2013). As discussed in (Zhang 2013), 

among many enabling techniques for such dense and random networks, self-organised 

networks (SON) and centralised processing are two critical ones.  

SON techniques enable small cells to be deployed like plug-and-play devices. Each new small 

cell can obtain its neighbouring cell information via either self-calibration or a central 

controller, and automatically complete its resource configuration with little manual 

intervention. Centralised processing is an efficient solution to the severe co-channel 

interference problem in such dense small cells. A centralised processing network such as C-

RAN can use distributed MIMO techniques to increase spatial multiplexing gain and achieve 

spatial division multiplexing access, hence solve co-channel interference and largely increase 

spectrum efficiency. To exploit the power of centralised processing, small cells can be recast 

as relaying nodes, and many baseband processing functions can be shifted from small cell 

base stations to a central point. The central baseband processing can also flexibly adapt to 

various channel and network dynamics using powerful general purpose processors.  
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Figure 2 Evolution of Cellular Architecture. 

Massive MIMO – A Solution to the Spectrum Crunch 

To meet the increasing demand for wireless broadband services from fast-growing mobile 

users over the next decade, a potential technology termed massive MIMO (Rusek et al. 2013) 

(also known as large-scale MIMO, full-dimension MIMO, or hyper-MIMO) has emerged to 

further reap the benefits of utilising multiple antenna technology and promises orders-of-

magnitude improvements in spectral-efficiency over 4G LTE-Advanced. With a large number 

of antennas (possibly hundreds or even thousands) at the wireless transmitter, the massive 

MIMO technology can not only improve link reliability, but also increase the radiated energy 

efficiency due to significant array gains (Ngo et al. 2013). Combining massive MIMO 

technology with time- and frequency-division multiplexing, the base station offers the 

possibility to transmit multiple messages for multiple terminals on the same time-frequency 

resource using SDMA, providing much higher multiplexing gains. The active terminals being 

served are much less than the antenna elements at the base-station in a massive MIMO 

system. Such disparity helps make the simplest precoding-decoding algorithms nearly 

optimal, and also enables flexible user scheduling and resource allocation. 

While conventional MIMO techniques have been extensively studied both in the literature 

and practice, massive MIMO is still an emerging field where rigorous performance analysis 

and feasible engineering methodologies are limited. In this section, we present an overview 

of opportunities and challenges for massive MIMO.  

Benefits of Massive MIMO  

Employing a large number of antennas in a massive MIMO system brings a lot of benefits, 

some of which are specified as follows. 
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 Massive MIMO can largely increase the link reliability and the data rate. 

Theoretically, in a point-to-point MIMO link with N transmit and M receive 

antennas, the probability of link outage is proportional to SNR-NM, which indicates 

that the link performance can be greatly improved with increased number of 

antennas. On the other hand, the achievable rate scales as min (N, M) log (1+SNR), 

which offers the possibility of achieving high data rates using large N, M without 

requiring an increase in bandwidth. The gains in point-to-multipoint multiuser 

systems will be more considerable, as such systems allow the transmitter to 

communicate with several co-channel terminals on the same time-frequency resource 

simultaneously.  

 Massive MIMO makes the channel matrix deterministic. When the 

dimension of the random channel matrix is large, the distribution of its singular 

values becomes less sensitive to the actual distribution of the entries of the channel 

matrix. This means that the randomness of the channel observed in the small array 

regime starts to appear deterministic. Typically, the channel matrix tends to be well 

conditioned and the users are effectively spatially separated. This variation results in 

several advantages in large dimensional signal processing. For example, both 

theoretical analysis and measurements conducted in practice verify the asymptotic 

orthogonality between channels of different users. Therefore, simple linear 

processing techniques such as maximum-ratio combining for the uplink and 

maximum-ratio transmission for the downlink come close to the optimal 

performance bounds. 

 Massive MIMO can be constructed with inexpensive, low-power units. The 

aim of massive MIMO is to offer all the benefits of conventional MIMO, but on a large 

scale, via simple, cheap and low-power hardware implementation. With massive 

MIMO, expensive power amplifiers are substituted by many low-cost low-power 

units. In terms of energy efficiency, this practice shows significant advantages over 

the classical MIMO architecture.  

 Massive MIMO can simplify the multiple access layer. Based on the law of 

large numbers, the deterministic channel makes frequency domain scheduling 

unnecessary. Each subcarrier in a massive MIMO-OFDM system will approach the 

same channel gain. Each terminal can be allocated the whole bandwidth, which 

renders most of the physical layer control signaling redundant.  
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Challenges of Massive MIMO 

Massive MIMO systems with hundreds or thousands of antennas can enable multi-gigabit 

rate transmissions at high spectral efficiency. However, several technical challenges need to 

be tackled in realising such large MIMO systems. Some of the challenges include: 

 Acquisition of Channel State Information. To achieve the multiplexing gains of 

massive multiuser MIMO systems, it is crucial to employ precoding techniques at the 

transmitter to suppress co-channel interference. However, deploying multiuser 

precoding requires each user’s channel state information (CSI) be made available to 

the transmitter. Acquisition of CSI essentially limits the capacity of any precoding 

schemes.  In the massive MIMO context, when accurate calibration of the hardware 

chains is performed, the TDD technique is applied to exploit channel reciprocity in 

order to simplify the procedure of obtaining channel state information. However, this 

problem becomes more challenging for Massive MIMO-OFDM FDD systems, where 

the CSI required by the transmitter increases prohibitively with the number of 

transmit antennas and subcarriers. As such, high CSI overhead of the massive 

MIMO-OFDM channel is likely to make conventional feedback algorithms inefficient. 

Novel CSI feedback schemes to reduce the CSI feedback to a large extent are highly 

desired.  

 Massive Array Hardwares and Architectures. In practice, the implementation 

of massive antenna arrays needs some collocated structures such as linear arrays for 

antenna allocation. When increasing the number of parallel antennas and associated 

radio frequency (RF) chains, the size and cost-efficiency of individual RF chains 

become increasingly critical. A potential approach is to use the classical direct-

conversion radio (DCR) architecture; however, DCR suffers from in-phase 

quadrature-phase (I/Q) imbalance, and the impacts of such RF imperfections might 

be aggregated in the massive antenna array. 

 Pilot Contamination. Ideally, every terminal in a massive MIMO system is 

assigned an orthogonal uplink pilot sequence. Due to the lack of an adequate number 

of orthogonal pilot sequences at the duration of the coherence interval in practice, 

channel estimates obtained in a given cell will be impaired by pilots transmitted by 

users in neighbouring cells (Jose et al. 2011). Pilot contamination results in 

corruption of precoding matrices used by base stations and causes significant inter-

cell interference. The inter-cell interference causes the saturation effect, where the 

system throughput fails to grow with the number of base station antennas, thereby 

undermining the value of massive MIMO systems. One solution to this problem is to 
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design clever channel estimation algorithms or employ some new precoding 

techniques such as pilot contamination precoding schemes.  

 Low Complexity Large-Dimension MIMO Signal Processing. Low 

complexity signal processing algorithms for synchronisation, signal detection, 

precoding, channel estimation, and channel decoding are critical for practical 

implementation of massive MIMO systems. On the one hand, the favourable action of 

the law of large numbers can greatly facilitate the precoding design and the signal 

detection. On the other, signal processing such as channel estimation turns out to be 

more challenging since the number of training slots needed for pilot transmission 

grows linearly with the number of transmit antennas (Hoydis et al. 2013).  

Base Station Antennas – Towards Smart and Multiband 
Arrays 

As the cellular network standards have evolved, so too have the requirements on base station 

antennas. High performance base station antennas are crucial to the successful operation of 

any cellular network. Precisely engineered radiation patterns of base station antennas ensure 

efficient reuse of frequency and enable the channel capacity to be maximised by optimising 

the coverage of the intended users. There exist certain similarities between 3G and 4G 

antennas such as (Chen & Luk 2009):  

(1) the use of dual slant-polarisation oriented in the +/-45 degree direction,  

(2) a half power beamwidth with a typical value of 65 degrees in the azimuth or 

horizontal plane,  

(3) beam shaping in the elevation plane to reduce the sidelobes above the main beam 

and minimise the interference to adjacent cells,  

(4) the ability to tilt the main beam in the elevation plane by values in the range of 1 

to 10 degrees through electrical or mechanical means, and  

(5) the need to keep passive intermodulation products low.  

However, 4G base station antenna hardware has also increased in complexity compared to 

3G equipment, in order to support the advanced features and higher data rates of 4G 

networks.  

Two major advances of current state-of-the-art 4G base station antennas are multiband 

operation and the inclusion of independent multiple arrays in a single panel antenna. Typical 

requirements for “lowband” frequencies are from 698-960 MHz, a bandwidth of 31.6%, 

while for “highband” operation the antenna frequency coverage should be 1710-2690 MHz, a 
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bandwidth of 44.5%. These antenna bandwidths are considerably wider than what was 

required for 3G systems, particularly for highband operation, and have led to the 

development of ultra-broadband antenna designs. Such antennas are available in penta-band 

and hexa-band configurations.  

One penta-band example from commercial supplier Kathrein supports dual polarisation (+/-

45 degrees) with one low band and four independent high band arrays and independent 

downtilt for each array (Kathrein-Werke KG 2014). This antenna is capable of supporting 

8 x 8 MIMO from a single panel, or offers the possibility of sharing a single antenna between 

multiple network operators that use different frequency bands. Integrating multiple 

antennas into one panel reduces capital expenditure in migrating from 3G to 4G because it 

simplifies installation and approval. It also reduces operating expenditure since site rental 

fees are reduced and a single antenna can potentially be shared between different network 

providers.  

In addition to traditional base station antennas, the increased use of small cells in 4G 

networks requires dedicated small-cell antennas. These must be compact and unobtrusive as 

they are typically deployed to cover urban areas with very high data traffic. The gain of small-

cell antennas is lower than base station antennas but they still have to support the advanced 

4G features such as multi-band operation and MIMO capability by including multiple 

independent antennas.  

Though it is too early to say exactly what 5G cellular networks will look like, it is possible to 

speculate on the most likely technology that will be used based on current research trends. 

The use of millimetre wave (mmWave) technology is expected to have a major impact on 5G 

networks (Roh et al. 2014), and will further increase the complexity of 5G base station 

antennas. A scarcity of spectrum available for cellular communications at microwave 

frequencies combined with the need to provide increased data capacity has led researchers to 

look to mmWave bands.  

Frequency bands that appear to have the most potential are 28-30 GHz, the unlicensed 

60 GHz band that covers various portions from 57-66 GHz that is country specific, E-band 

71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz, and 92-95 GHz (Boccardi et al. 2014). There will of course be 

significant regulatory changes required to make these mmWave bands available for cellular 

networks. Though the path loss is significantly higher at mmWave bands, particularly at 

60 GHz where the oxygen absorption is large, this can be partially compensated for to some 

degree by the use of high-gain smart antennas that can steer the beam of radiation in both 

the azimuth and elevation planes. Due to the small wavelengths at mmWave bands it is 

possible to design high-gain arrays using a physically small aperture. Recent studies 

published by researchers from Samsung reported a mmWave prototype communications 
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system operating at 28 GHz with more than 500 MHz of bandwidth (Roh et al. 2014). This 

system provided both indoor and outdoor coverage over a radius of a few hundred metres 

and was able to support data rates greater than 500 Mb/s.  

It has been observed in field measurements that mmWave multipath channels are sparse in 

both temporal and spatial domains (Rappaport et al. 2013). Thanks to the multipath 

sparsity, a large-scale hybrid array becomes a potentially better solution than a full digital 

array for mmWave cellular systems. In contrast to the full digital array, which uses a radio 

frequency front-end and digital baseband for each antenna element, a hybrid array consists 

of multiple analog subarrays with each subarray having its digital chain, as shown in Fig. 3.  

Compared to the full digital array, it can not only provide significant savings in cost and 

complexity, but also achieve comparable performance. On the one hand, using a 

beamforming analog subarray such as a phased array can effectively collect or distribute 

signal energy by adjusting the phase of the received or transmitted signals. On the other 

hand, using an individual digital processing chain for each subarray can add multiplexing 

capability to the system. At the same time, it provides significant flexibility in beamforming 

design and improves the system’s capability in dealing with multipath and multiuser 

interference. 

 

Figure 3 Schematic architecture of a hybrid array, where each DAC (Digital to analog converter) and ADC 
(Analog to digital converter) is connected to an analog phased subarray (RF components such as mixers, 
filters and amplifiers have been omitted to simplify the schematic) 
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Conclusion 

In this article, we have presented the evolution of cellular mobile networks in both 

international standards and enabling techniques. We reviewed key changes in every 

generation of mobile standards from 2G to 5G, and presented the migration of cellular 

layouts from rigid structure to random and dense small cells. We also discussed two 

potentially key techniques in 5G, massive MIMO and smart multiband antenna and antenna 

arrays. Overall, we see that a combination of the flexible cells and new spatial multiplexing 

techniques is a necessary path to ubiquitous broadband communications. 
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AARNet’s Cloudstor+ Cloud storage initiative: 

Cloud-based value-added services   

 
 

Alex Reid 
AARNet 

  

Summary: This paper describes the rationale behind AARNet’s involvement in 

providing a range of value-added services over its Research and Education high-speed 
network.  Special emphasis is given to services offered ‘in the Cloud’, and in particular 
concentrating on its latest service offering, Cloudstor+, which provides Cloud storage to 
researchers across Australia. 

Introduction 

AARNet, the Australian national higher education and research network organisation, has 

launched a number of initiatives for its members in the ‘cloud computing’ space.  This paper 

is concerned primarily with a new service called “Cloudstor+”, but it first sets out the context 

and rationale for providing this service. 

AARNet is owned and operated by 38 Australian universities together with CSIRO.  It was 

founded in 1989, and so is celebrating 25 years this year, its 20th anniversary being celebrated 

by publication of a book (Korporaal 2009).  It provides high-speed and high-availability 

network connections between its members and the Internet at large.  It has its own fibre on 

redundant paths across Australia and it leases dark fibre across the Pacific, which are now lit 

variously at 10Gbps, 40Gbps and 100Gbps; all its member organisations are connected at 

10Gbps or better.  While enhancing and upgrading its network (now moving to its fourth 

generation, implementing MPLS) remains AARNet’s first priority, it has for many years now 

sought to offer value-added services layered over the network. 

National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy 

AARNet works collaboratively with other Higher Education (HE) and research-sector agencies 

around Australia to implement the Australian Government’s National Collaborative Research 

Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS).  This strategy, which has seen many hundreds of millions of 

dollars of government and sector investment between about 2005 and the present day, seeks 

to provide a comprehensive suite of capabilities to support research.  It includes high-

performance computing, data storage, tools, authentication and authorisation, and of course 

networks.  AARNet is the operator of the network component of this suite, known as the 

Australian Research & Education Network (AREN).  AARNet also works collaboratively with 

equivalent organisations overseas, generally called National Research & Education Networks 
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(NRENs), mainly so that seamless connectivity can be achieved between Australian and 

international researchers across the globe. 

Within the context of these two sets of collaborators, AARNet looks to see which needs of its 

communities (researchers, academics, students, administrators) are not being (adequately) 

met either by suitable commercial offerings, or by other NCRIS providers.  It also looks to see 

what services are being offered by its sister NREN organisations in other countries, and 

whether they would be equally applicable here. 

AARNet Service Candidates 

Services which become candidates for further consideration are those that leverage the 

network effectively, that are ‘natural fits’ within the suite of services already being offered, and 

for which widespread need can be observed across the AARNet client base.  One of the key 

characteristics of candidate services is that they enhance the interactions and collaborations 

among the academic community.  Normally, AARNet prefers to ‘bundle’ its value-add services, 

which is one reason it looks for widespread appeal. 

This need for widespread appeal has been particularly noted by the eResearch support group 

within AARNet, which has recognised that much of its attention to date has been directed 

towards a small group of researchers with specialised, and usually demanding, needs.  For 

instance, effort has been put into meeting the needs of radio-astronomers, who need dedicated 

1Gbps and 10Gbps circuits across Australia and around the world for their Very Long-Base 

Interferometry (VLBI) projects (VLB 2013).  Likewise, particle physicists analysing data from 

the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland, which has led to the discovery of the Higgs 

Boson, require tuned networks to achieve consistent >1Gbps downloads from CERN to 

Melbourne, with occasional peaks to as much as 9Gbps sustained over several hours (LHC 

2012). 

While not wishing to undervalue the needs of these researchers, nor the support effort they 

require, we have been keen to find ways of meeting the needs of the bulk of researchers, going 

beyond straightforward email, Web browsing and general Internet access, which of course play 

a large role in researchers’ activities these days, as they move to embrace the eResearch 

paradigm.  The eResearch paradigm represents a fourth generation of scientific endeavour, 

starting with empirical, then theoretical, more recently computational, and now eResearch or 

eScience (Hey, A et al 2009), also called ‘data-intensive scientific discovery’. 

The task of finding ways to move the bulk of researchers more fully into the eResearch 

paradigm has been identified as the ‘eResearch Chasm’ by Wolski & Richardson (Wolski & 

Richardson 2010).  They base their analysis on the ‘technology adoption chasm’ of Geoffrey 
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Moore (Moore 1991), arguing that it applies equally to researchers.  This is illustrated in Figure 

1 below. 

 

 

Figure 1: The Technology Chasm 

They postulate that all but a few innovators and early adopters do not want the hassle of 

learning new technologies and having to adapt their ways of doing things, unless a simple, 

intuitive, reliable service is provided. 

Cloudstor/FileSender 

It was just this scenario that gave birth to the idea for Cloudstor+’s predecessor, Cloudstor, a 

file sending system (especially designed to overcome size limits on email attachments) 

developed jointly by AARNet and the NRENs of Ireland and Norway, and more recently the 

Netherlands. Cloudstor has an Australian user base of 11,500 users, and is also implemented 

by AARNet’s partners in 26 other countries, where it is known as FileSender.  It filled a gap in 

the market for tools and services not met by any other offering.   

This need for simple systems that have broad appeal is also the reason why Dropbox has had 

widespread adoption, and also why researchers (and other members of the AARNet 

community) have taken so much to Skype rather than other more elaborate videoconferencing 

systems. 

It should be noted that AARNet does not have a strong software development capability, so it 

normally aims to leverage products and services which require little adaptation and/or which 

it can acquire from other NRENs. 

AARNet Cloud Services Catalogue 

A very good example of a service which was acquired from overseas NRENs is eduroam 

(eduroam 2012).  This is a WiFi service that enables a member of one participating institution 

to gain access, seamlessly, to the WiFi network of all other participating institutions, by 
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authenticating their connection via their home institution.  It started in Europe over 10 years 

ago.  To join, AARNet was required to install some equipment and undertake some configuring 

(it depends on Radius servers), but, with almost no adaptation, this allowed Australia to join 

a world-wide network of eduroam-enabled institutions.  Most Australian universities and 

CSIRO have now deployed eduroam, typically employing existing equipment, usually across 

their entire WiFi network, as have many other nations.  So a travelling academic will find that 

they can open up their laptop in any of hundreds if not thousands of universities worldwide 

and be instantly and transparently, and securely, connected to the Internet. 

AARNet’s strategies of collaborating with other NRENs and borrowing systems and services 

from them, and of seeking services that add value to the underlying network, have their current 

manifestation in a collection of services termed NET+ Cloud Services (NET+ 2014).  This 

collection includes eduroam and Cloudstor, as well as new services which are brokered from 

third parties, such as Box. 

AARNet adds the following benefits to the interaction between customers and Cloud Service 

Providers: 

 Standardised contracting and service provisioning that can be re-used and shared 

across the sector; 

 Services customised for the Research and Education sector; 

 Reliable high performance networks, with large bandwidth and low latency; 

 Private point to point and multipoint network connections; 

 Integration with middleware such as federated authentication systems. 

Where the service is provided by a third party, there will generally be a Partnering Agreement 

between AARNet and the Service Provider, which governs the manner in which the service is 

provided over the AARNet network.  The Partnering Agreement also contains standard pricing 

and terms which flow through to the Customer Agreement entered into by the Customer and 

Service Provider. 

Appropriateness of Cloud Services to a Network Provider 

It is significant that in many discussions of cloud services, there is much talk of the provision 

of servers, the need for software to implement cloud services running on those servers, and 

the need for comfortable user interfaces and tools to make access simple.  But there is rarely a 

discussion of the need for fast, secure, ubiquitous, reliable networks.  This is because the 

network is now taken for granted; it has become largely invisible.  It is, of course, entirely 

appropriate that this should be the case – that has been our goal as builders and operators of 

networks, and should be a matter of great pride that the network is now taken for granted.  Of 
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course, this does not diminish the effort that is required to maintain and enhance the network.  

But it does mean that network providers should start to look at providing value-added services 

running over the network layer, as AARNet has done. 

The existence of the network actually invites consideration of ‘cloud services’, which are 

defined as any computer-based services which are provided across the network, potentially at 

multiple locations, usually by third parties (‘virtualised third party providers’), and where the 

actual location and nature of the service provision is hidden from the end-user. 

Rationale for Cloudstor+ 

When AARNet considered that there was a need for a service like Cloudstor, many of the 

factors discussed above came into focus.  These included recognition of the need for a 

particular value-added service across a broad range of the client base;  that it seemed to be a 

natural fit among other services;  and that it enhanced the interactions and collaborations 

among the academic community. 

In addition to these general prerequisites, we had been encouraged for some time by users of 

Cloudstor (which has been in operation for over four years) to consider adding a permanent 

storage capability to it (typically, Cloudstor files are held in ‘the cloud’ only for a short period, 

till they are picked up by the intended recipient).  Users clearly saw a need for their files to be 

held in the cloud on a more permanent basis.  However, there was already such a service 

provided to the academic research community, called Data Fabric, which had been developed 

and offered as part of the NCRIS services through an earlier government initiative, called the 

Australian Research Collaboration Service, or ARCS (ARCS Data Fabric 2011).  It was proving 

to be quite popular with the community, with some 5,000 users registered.  Of course, there 

was also Dropbox, and other commercial offerings, which were also much used within our 

community. 

However, AARNet became aware that there were some misgivings about the future of the Data 

Fabric.  In part this was because it was built on iRODS (iRODS 2014), but heavily modified, 

which was becoming a maintenance headache.  This in turn led to an issue with meeting its 

running costs.  The funding provided through the NCRIS initiative was intended primarily for 

construction and development, not for ongoing operating costs.  When ARCS reached the end 

of its contract in 2011, and was not continued, the responsibility for operating some of its 

services, including Data Fabric, were taken over by the State-based eResearch support 

organisations, whose continuity was rather more certain.  Nevertheless, the ongoing burden 

of supporting the Data Fabric proved too onerous, and the decision was made mid-way 

through 2012 to discontinue that service. 
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In the light of these developments, and against the backdrop of encouragement by Cloudstor 

users, AARNet had been quietly investigating possible alternatives.  When the announcement 

was made that Data Fabric would be discontinued, with no indication of any possible 

replacement, AARNet ramped up its effort to fill this gap.  As indicated above, the new service 

would need to be a natural fit with its other value-add services, and a natural complement to 

Cloudstor. AARNet announced its intention to launch the new service, to be called Cloudstor+, 

in October 2012.  As it happens, at the same time, and unbeknown to us, RDSI had been 

looking at a possible replacement, known as share.edu (share.edu 2013).  RDSI (Research Data 

Storage Infrastructure) is the agency funded under NCRIS to establish substantial storage 

facilities for significant data collections. 

Development and trial by a collection of beta testers during the course of 2013 resulted in a 

formal release of Cloudstor+ on 30 September 2013.  By now it has a 1000-strong user base. 

Cloudstor+ Capabilities 

The primary purpose of Cloudstor+ is to provide data storage ‘in the cloud’ for researchers as 

a means to augment and manage their local storage facilities and to encourage easy data 

sharing.  Researchers at Australian universities and the CSIRO (members of the AARNet 

community) are each given a free allocation of 100GB of storage, and can acquire more at an 

approximate cost of $30/TB per month.  Users can access this storage in a variety of ways:  a 

Web address enables them to log in to their storage area, where they can upload or download 

files, make them accessible to others and generally manage their files through simple Web 

interfaces. 

Users can also access their files from mobile devices (clients are available for Apple and 

Android smartphones and tablets), and also arrange for automatic synchronisation of files on 

their various devices (desktops, laptops, mobile devices).  Data is replicated across data stores 

in several locations across Australia, which are directly connected to the AARNet backbone at 

10Gbps.  Data is stored and accessed from the nearest physical storage node, ensuring 

extremely fast uploads and downloads, and is replicated in the background to provide high 

reliability and accessibility.  Preliminary tests indicate data transfer rates several orders of 

magnitude greater those experienced for commercial offerings:  this is one good reason why 

AARNet considers offering such services.  Data are all stored in Australia, so there are no issues 

of data sovereignty. 

Another key bonus is that authentication and authorisation are provided via the Australian 

Access Federation (AAF 2014), which means that researchers use their credentials from their 

home institution.  Although three copies of the data are retained at any one time, data is not 

backed up in a formal sense.  The system draws on AARNet’s expertise and capability in high-

reliability service provision, aimed at ensuring the highest levels of reliability and availability. 
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It builds on the infrastructure used for AARNet’s Mirror and CloudStor services, which have 

very high reliability and availability – AARNet monitors all its systems on a 24x7 basis. 

Because it exploits existing infrastructure, it has been inexpensive and quick to implement;  it 

can be expanded rapidly in response to demand;  and it also enables the use of a range of 

storage types. 

The system is based on the community-developed open source ownCloud software on the user-

facing interface (ownCloud 2014).  This gives AARNet considerable control over any interfaces 

and add-in modules it may wish to adapt, as well as being able to draw on the resources of a 

large world-wide development community.  It also avoids any undesirable commercial lock-

in.  At the same time, AARNet and its other NREN collaborators have found the support 

provided by ownCloud to be very responsive.  Several other NRENs are very keen to deploy 

the Cloudstor+ architecture themselves and to assist in further development.  This community 

gives great comfort to an organisation like AARNet which, as indicated above, has not been set 

up to develop software and systems itself. 

Conclusions  

While AARNet is primarily a network service provider, it recognises the importance of 

providing a range of services that run over the network, especially where the services meet a 

number of important criteria.  These include services that leverage the network effectively, 

that are ‘natural fits’ within the suite of services already being offered, and for which 

widespread need can be observed across the AARNet client base.  AARNet does not have a 

significant software development capability, so it looks to exploit its relationships with 

overseas NRENs and to draw on community development wherever possible.  This has been 

the case with Cloudstor+. 

It is recognized that researchers, based on their past experiences, may well be understandably 

reluctant to commit their valuable data to yet another sector cloud storage service provider.  

For this reason, AARNet has stressed that it is committed to sustaining the Cloudstor+ service 

indefinitely, and can point to its 25-year history of reliable and trustworthy service to the 

sector.  AARNet is committed to the provision of value-added services running over its primary 

service, the network, for the long haul, and particularly to a range of Cloud services as being 

especially pertinent to a Network provider.  It remains to be seen if this latest service is as 

successful in meeting the needs of researchers as Cloudstor has been to date. 
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Summary:  Australia has a number of hybrid fibre coaxial networks that pass about 3 

million premises.  These networks constitute an underutilized resource that could provide 

high quality, high speed broadband services to 7 million Australians at minimal cost.  This has 

now been recognized in NBN Co.’s recent strategic review and the introduction of the multi-

technology mix solution for the NBN.  This paper describes how the hybrid fibre coaxial 

networks can provide all the required features of the NBN and the potential upgrade path to a 

future all-fibre access network. 

 

Introduction 

In Australia there are at least four hybrid fibre coaxial (HFC) network operators: Telstra, 

passing about 2.8m homes; Optus, passing about 2.2m homes in the bigger cities;  TransAct 

(iiNet) with Mildura, Ballarat and Geelong networks passing about 90,000 homes; and 

Service Elements and OptiComm in Perth, W.A..  Combined, these networks pass about 3m 

homes today and could serve about 7 million Australians.  They provide cable television and 

internet (cable modem) service with downlink speeds up to 100 Mb/s. 

In contrast to overseas markets, such as those in North America, Japan and Korea, where 

cable broadband networks are often used to drive sustainable, competitive broadband 

infrastructure, in Australia the HFC networks are largely operated by traditional 

telecommunications providers.  Because of a lack of infrastructure competition in Australia, 

most attention has been paid to high-speed broadband over copper networks and the HFC 

has been an underutilized resource. 

This has now changed with NBN Co.’s strategic review (NBN 2013), which has recognized 

HFC as part of a multi-technology mix for the development of the National Broadband 

Network (NBN).  C-COR Broadband has been advocating the use of the HFC in submissions 

to the Australian Senate since 2009 (Cox 2009a, 2009b; C-COR Broadband 2010). 

In this paper, we are concerned to dispel the myths that the Australian HFC networks are not 

capable of providing consistent, high quality broadband services and that there is no feasible 
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upgrade path to ever higher network performance.  We describe instead how all the features 

required by the NBN fixed network concept – including high downlink (and, importantly, 

uplink) speeds, wholesale and layer 2 services – can be delivered over HFC using the 

DOCSIS standard.  In addition, we describe the upgrade path for HFC to an all-fibre access 

network through a maturing standard called Radio Frequency over Glass (RFoG). 

History of HFC and DOCSIS 

The cable TV industry was born in 1946-1948 as part of the broadcast industry, to fulfil a 

need for improved reception of TV signals in smaller population centres in the USA.  By 

sharing a single well-positioned antenna and distributing the TV signals via coaxial cable, 

communities were able to upgrade their TV signal reception.  This became known as 

Community Access TV (CATV). 

By 1975, CATV system technology had matured.  Head End (HE) systems, which enhanced 

the original and simple common antenna, resembled the form, functions, and performance 

of pre-1995 HFC systems. The CATV hybrid amplifier, now the cornerstone component in 

modular distribution optical nodes and amplifiers, was well established and two-way CATV 

technology was well understood. 

Cable networks have been deployed universally with an active reverse path (from the 

customer premises to the head end) since the inception of HFC in the 1980’s and, with the 

introduction of the first HFC optical node in 1986, and the rollout of HFC networks 

beginning in the early 1990s, CATV hybrid amplifier performance requirements have 

steadily increased. The adoption of the DOCSIS standard and its subsequent revisions has 

acted as a catalyst for growth of HFC networks.     

The Data Over Cable Interface Specification (DOCSIS®(CableLabs 1997)) is an international 

telecommunications standard that permits the transmission of internet protocol 

communications over an existing CATV system. There are two distinct versions, DOCSIS and 

EuroDOCSIS.  DOCSIS was developed by CableLabs and contributing companies (including 

3Com, ARRIS, BigBand Networks, Broadcom, Cisco, Conexant, Correlant, Harmonic, Intel, 

Motorola, Netgear, Technicolor, Terayon, and Texas Instruments). 

A DOCSIS architecture includes two primary components: a cable modem located at the 

customer premises, and a cable modem termination system (CMTS) typically located at the 

CATV head end (although some distributed systems are appearing).  Cable systems 

supporting on-demand programming use a hybrid fibre-coaxial system. Fiber optic lines 

bring digital signals to nodes in the system where they are converted into RF channels and 

modem signals on coaxial cable trunk lines. 
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A typical CMTS is a device which hosts downstream and upstream ports (in functionality 

similar to the DSLAM used in DSL systems).  While downstream and upstream 

communications travel on a shared coax line in the customer premises, and connect to a 

single F connector on the cable modem, it is typical for the CMTS to have separate F 

connectors for downstream and for upstream communication. 

As frequency allocation bandwidth plans differ between the United States and European 

CATV systems, DOCSIS standards have been modified for use in Europe.  These 

modifications were published under the name EuroDOCSIS.  The differences between the 

bandwidths exist because European cable TV conforms to PAL standards of 8 MHz 

bandwidth (as in Australia) and North American cable TV conforms to NTSC/ATSC 

standards, which specify 6 MHz bandwidth. 

The DOCSIS® standard (Cablelabs, 1997-2013) has undergone several major revisions in the 

following sequence: 

 DOCSIS 1.0: Released in March 1997, it included functional elements from preceding 

proprietary cable modem products (Cablelabs, 1997). 

 DOCSIS 1.1: Released April 1999, the specification added full standardization and 

quality of service (QoS) capabilities (Cablelabs, 1999). 

 DOCSIS 2.0: Released December 2001, DOCSIS was revised to enhance upstream 

transmission speeds.  This was due to increased demand for symmetric services such 

as IP telephony (Cablelabs, 2001). 

 DOCSIS 3.0: Released August 2006, the specification was revised to significantly 

increase transmission speeds (this time both upstream and downstream).  Channel 

bonding was first introduced with this version of the standard along with support for 

Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) (Cablelabs, 2006). 

 DOCSIS 3.1: Released October 2013, it plans to support capacities of at least 10 Gb/s 

downstream and 1 Gb/s upstream using 4096 Quadrature Aperture Modulation 

(QAM).  The new specifications will do away with 6 MHz and 8 MHz wide channel 

spacing and instead use smaller (20 kHz to 50 kHz wide) orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) subcarriers; these can be bonded inside a block 

spectrum that could end up being about 200 MHz wide (Cablelabs, 2013). 

Cross-version compatibility has been maintained across all versions of DOCSIS, with the 

devices falling back to the highest supported version in common between the cable modem 

and the CMTS.  For example, if a cable modem only supports DOCSIS 1.0 and the system is 
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running DOCSIS 2.0, the connection will be established at the lower DOCSIS 1.0 speeds 

(Cablelabs, 1997-2013). 

There has been significant bandwidth and channel capacity growth over more than six 

decades of service evolution – video, voice, and data alike – and this has given operators a 

sound historical basis for business planning of new growth scenarios.  For example, in 

January 2012, the UK broadband provider Virgin Media announced plans to double the 

speeds of selected broadband packages: its 10 Mb/s package increased to 20 Mb/s; 20 Mb/s 

and 30 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s; 50 Mb/s to 100 Mb/s; and its 100 Mb/s package to 120 Mb/s. 

The Australian HFC scene 

Australia started building its own HFC networks in the period 1994/1995 with competition 

between Optus and Telstra.  Today the HFC networks pass approximately 3 million homes in 

key capital cities.  The original networks are now fully depreciated.  Each is ‘future ready’, 

which means that it is designed to increase its capability and capacity in a low cost, staged 

fashion over time. 

The classic HFC approach depicted in Figure 1 is somewhat representative of our Australian 

networks and has benefitted from the availability of new HFC capacity, incrementally 

exploited through fibre deep extensions, RF bandwidth upgrades in the distribution plant, 

use of WDM to fuel segmentation and service options, and migrating to either all digital 

services and or switched digital video architectures, or a mix thereof. 
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Figure 1. The HFC Network is a broadband RF and Optical two-way signal distribution pipe 

The Australian cable broadband operators have made considerable investments in back 

office systems for DOCSIS voice and data services that would be leveraged for DOCSIS 3.0 

technologies.  As a result, DOCSIS 3.0/3.1, coupled with traditional HFC technologies and/or 

emerging RFoG technologies, will provide an excellent end-to-end solution architecture for 

bandwidth intensive business services.  The resulting system will be capable of supporting 

data services with bandwidths of 100 Mb/s or more per customer while leveraging existing 

data and voice networks and systems. 

Cable operators who have an extensive HFC network infrastructure and DOCSIS 3.0, 

delivered over HFC, can provide bandwidth/throughput per node serving area sufficient to 

support the majority of small and medium business and minimize costly fibre builds.  This is 

a significant untapped market in Australia.  The use of DOCSIS 3.0 has a few challenges, 

especially the allocation of RF bandwidth or spectrum for DOCSIS 3.0 services.  In Australia, 

the cable broadband networks have a range of HFC architectures, including varying system 

capacity levels (750 MHz, 860 MHz and 1 GHz), and the allocation of spectrum within those 

systems may differ as well.  The move from analogue to digital video has freed-up bandwidth 

within the HFC networks that can be used to deliver innovative services to small and 

medium businesses. 
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Superfast, high quality services 

There is a lot of bandwidth available in current and upgraded HFC networks that would meet 

and exceed the requirements of the NBN and future customer requirements up to at least 

2026. 

The DOCSIS 3.0/ 3.1 specification delivers new features and benefits to the Cable industry 

when compared to its predecessors.  Perhaps one of the most recognized benefits is a higher 

bandwidth capability.  This new capability results from a DOCSIS 3.0 feature known as 

channel bonding.  The use of channel bonding technology allows DOCSIS 3.0 systems to use 

multiple bandwidth channels simultaneously, thus creating the very high-bit rate capability. 

The QoS services implemented from DOCSIS 2.0 onwards has allowed the transport of IP 

telephony or VOIP. 

The new DOCSIS 3.1 specification has also added over twenty channels or approximately 

1 Gbps of additional RF bandwidth that may be used for new services.  In addition, the 

changes in the spectrum allocation for the reverse path allow for nearly double the amount of 

spectrum to be allocated, to more than several hundred Mbps.   

By combining  8 channels together (DOCSIS 3.0 channel bonding), it is practical for an 

operator to provide services to individual cable modem subscribers who can experience 

superfast internet up to: 

 160 Mbps downstream per customer cable modem; 

 120 Mbps upstream per customer cable modem. 

In practical terms, the operators will offer these performance levels for ‘power-user’ 

customers.  Everyday users will be delighted with a more consistent performance experience. 

DOCSIS for wholesale and layer 2 services  

Cable broadband networks can deliver open access where the operators are prepared to open 

up their networks. As cable networks use internet networking standard products, like 

modems and EMTA’s (telephony enabled modems) in the customer’s home or office, the 

operators could quickly launch new wholesale products and services for on-sale via 

independent retailers, facilitating diversity and energy in the retailing of broadband services. 

There are currently two smaller HFC operators in Western Australia who offer Layer 2 

services to ISPs.  OptiComm was the first of these operators to launch its wholesale only 

high-speed data services over its HFC cable platform in early 2012. 

The existing HFC networks in Australia can be made into a wholesale Layer 2/3 platform (as 

required by the original NBN vision).  The technology provides a mature and stable platform 
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for NBN Co. to support its rollout of a national, wholesale only, Layer 2/3 network, capable 

of delivering high-speed data services over an open access platform.  This now seems to be a 

concept embraced by the Government and accepted by NBN Co.  

Data networking between multiple sites of a commercial business represents a significant 

business opportunity for cable operators.  Commercial data networks are usually 

implemented with private point-to-point data connections, such as Frame Relay, ISDN or 

ATM virtual circuits, often with equipment that provides transparent delivery of Layer 2 

Ethernet LAN packets.  A service that interconnects subscriber enterprise LANs with Layer 2 

forwarding is called Transparent LAN Service (TLS).  

Business Services over DOCSIS can be used to create TLS.  The TLS may include CPE from 

more than one CMTS in the cable operator’s network, other LANs attached to cable modems, 

and any other LANs bridged to the customer’s virtual LAN in the IEEE 802.1Q-compliant 

bridge in the cable operator’s backbone.  The CPE in the TLS can be managed or operated 

just as if it was on a private Ethernet LAN, with IP addresses assigned by the TLS enterprise 

and taken from its subnet.  The IP subnet of the TLS does not need to be coordinated with 

the enterprise clients or customers on the cable side of the TLS.  Finally, the LAN subscribers 

in the TLS are isolated from the other customers in the cable operator’s HFC network(s) and 

from other Layer 2 VPNs.  This is the same as the Layer 2 service envisioned for the NBN. 

Unlocking Further Bandwidth in Contemporary HFC 

Cable operators are evaluating alternatives to support the ever-growing demand for 

bandwidth or spectrum.  With a flexible and scalable HFC architecture, finding the RF 

spectrum may be accomplished in many ways, including Bandwidth Reclamation and 

Increased Bandwidth Efficiencies, HFC Segmentation, Bandwidth Expansion, Node Splits 

and HFC Spectrum Overlay (Figure 2).  None of these options need to be done system-wide; 

they may be targeted capacity upgrades implemented (for lower than average capital outlay) 

at the node locations that need the additional bandwidth (perhaps a node serving the 

DOCSIS business customer).   

Using targeted node upgrades to leverage some of the channels in the 860 MHz to 1 GHz 

spectrum range may offer significant new capacity for DOCSIS 3.0/DOCSIS 3.1 services.  

This allows the spectrum below 860 MHz to be used for video services and legacy DOCSIS 

2.0 channels.  If systems have not been upgraded to 1 GHz, these could initially be targeted 

node upgrades in the areas that need the additional bandwidth.  Figure 2 outlines the 

breadth of techniques for unlocking HFC network capabilities. 
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Figure 2: HFC Bandwidth Migration Options for Additional Bandwidth  

The RF engineers within the cable broadband industry understand the massive under-

utilised bandwidth capability within these networks.  Traditional Australian carriers with a 

bias towards ADSL2+/VDSL2 network elements on a copper-based infrastructure are now 

beginning to understand and appreciate cable’s latent competitive advantage over their 

traditional copper networks.  A modern HFC cable network infrastructure can provide as 

many as 120 discrete channels to deliver time sensitive and best effort services. 

DOCSIS through RF over Glass  

The HFC architecture is remarkably flexible; there are a host of ways a cable operator can 

create additional bandwidth.  However, if DOCSIS 3.0/DOCSIS 3.1 over a standard HFC 

architecture is not desirable or possible, there is another outside plant option to explore that 

leverages DOCSIS 3.0/ DOCSIS 3.1 over an all fibre-to-the-premises approach, called Radio 

Frequency over Glass, or more commonly referred to as RF over Glass (RFoG). 

RFoG is an acronym for the fibre-to-the-premises suite of products and services that will 

emerge from the working group 5 of the SCTE’s Interface Practices and In-home Cabling 

sub-committee.  This working group formally began in March 2008.  It supports the use of 

existing set-top boxes and DOCSIS equipment such as cable modems. 
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RFoG is an emerging technology which may offer a second alternative to traditional HFC 

solutions.  Essentially, RFoG is similar to HFC architecture with the coaxial portion of the 

network residing only in the inside wiring at the customer premises, but extending fibre 

throughout the outside plant network to the customer premises location.  RFoG supports all 

of the existing cable services, including all video and DOCSIS services (ARRIS 2007).  

The RFoG solution uses existing support systems and head-end elements (network elements 

and provisioning systems for video, data, and voice) in the cable broadband operator’s 

network.  The traditional cable installation practices are leveraged as well as CPE equipment 

and services, such as analogue and digital set-top boxes, and DOCSIS cable modems and 

services.  An RFoG service group size will likely be in the range of 32 households passed 

(HHP); however, processing and combining at the head end will remain an option, as with 

traditional HFC.  This allows CMTS equipment to be shared over a larger pool of service 

groups for even greater economies of scale.  By deploying an all-passive optical network, like 

RFoG or PON systems, service providers can achieve lower operational costs than fibre to the 

node approaches with no actives or copper wiring in the outside plant. 

All of the existing services and technologies delivered over HFC can equally be delivered over 

RFoG: the benefits include smaller service groups for greater bandwidth, an all-passive 

optical network to the home, and a migration strategy for even higher bit-rate technology 

over EPON or GPON while still using RFoG. 

In Figures 3 and 4, a contemporary HFC architecture and the RFoG architecture are 

illustrated.  

Essentially, the coaxial cable and actives portion of the outside plant of the HFC network is 

replaced with an optical splitter.  The RFoG systems have a WDM multiplexer at the head 

end, allowing the optical wavelengths to be combined on a single fibre down to the customer.  

The RFoG customer premises equipment is essentially a media converter, receiving and 

transmitting the optical signals and interfacing with the coaxial network at the customer 

premises.  All the customer equipment can be upgraded to the higher performing network 

without cabling changes.  

For economic reasons, it is neither necessary nor likely that RFoG would be a replacement 

technology for existing HFC deployments, except where fibre deployment is mandated or 

regulated. However, RFoG offers an alternative for new build areas (greenfields) or even 

brownfields where fibre is mandated or highly desirable, and operators may consider RFoG 

builds in extensions to their existing HFC deployments and new build areas, as they move to 

push fibre deeper.  With this architecture, a cable broadband operator could deliver 

symmetrical data rates approaching 100 Mbps for a business service. 
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Figure 3: High-Level HFC Network Topology 

 

Figure 4: High-Level RFoG Network Topology 

The SCTE’s Working Group 5 specification is maturing: it reveals a high degree of alignment 

with IEEE standards. The current position of the RFoG optical architecture in the outside 

plant could use the 1550 nm wavelength on the forward path and 1610 nm on the return 

path.   

Figure 5 is an example of an RFoG and DOCSIS system and shows the leverage of fibre-to-

the-business (FTTB) using RFoG technology and traditional DOCSIS systems at the head 

end and customer premises.  
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Figure 5: DOCSIS and RFoG Solution for Business 

Conclusion 

The Federal Government, and NBN Co., recognise the power locked in the HFC network 

assets currently deployed in Australia and, through the Vertigan report, they hope to clearly 

understand the economics and viability of their preferred model for the so-called multi-

technology mix platform (Drurie 2014).  

Australian cable operators have extensive HFC network infrastructure in place and, 

combined with DOCSIS 3.0 and DOCSIS 3.1, would be sufficient to support the majority of 

residential and small- and medium-business service needs for approximately 7 million 

Australians today, thus minimizing costly fibre builds or unwanted duplication of broadband 

assets.   

However, if fibre solutions are preferred for business customers to resolve any operational 

concerns about active outside service plant networks or to support future bandwidth growth, 

new technologies like RFoG offer a great alternative to shared media GPON optical solutions.   

High-end DOCSIS CMTS equipment already has integrated, highly reliable redundancy 

schemes that may not be found on Ethernet Switching or PON network elements, and this 

provides assurance to the operators that the access layer is engineered at 99.999% 

availability.   
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Leading cable operators worldwide are driving the vendor industry to develop the next 

generation of products, based on open industry standards, so they can cost effectively expand 

their geographic footprint to penetrate the markets of the incumbent traditional 

telecommunications operators. 

In Australia, we have the two biggest operators using all forms of technology platforms: fibre 

to corporate customers, ADSL2+ to small and medium business and residential, and wireless 

for mobility customers.  We have a model of competition but no intermodal competition.  It 

is time to include the HFC CATV networks into the mix and provide consumers with real 

choices and a true broadband experience.  It is also time that the over-riding driver for the 

Australian Government (and therefore NBN Co.) is an affordable rollout of decent 

broadband coverage to the promised 93% of subscribers – especially if there is a sensible 

approach to expand coverage through cost effective infill and expansion to the nearly one-

third of the population in current HFC service areas.  This would leave the lion’s share of the 

NBN Co. budget for coverage of outer metropolitan, rural and regional areas better suited for 

deployment of technologies such as wireless and satellite. 
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Summary: We interviewed 24 high-level representatives from across Australian society and 

industry to explore (a) what changes might occur in each sector once next generation broadband 

(NGB) is widely available and (b) what action is needed to prepare for these changes. Most 

participants expected NGB to have a positive and profound effect on business and daily life in 

Australia. However, Australian organisations had been slow to engage with the opportunities offered 

by NGB. They were also concerned that certain groups could get left behind through digital divide. 

They called for government to better articulate the role of NGB in supporting Australia’s future social 

and economic prosperity, to act as a front-runner in the use of the new technology and to deliver 

policy addressing barriers to uptake. Leadership was also needed from public and private 

organisations, both to build the nation’s digital capability and in utilising NGB to transform business 

processes.
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Introduction
This paper provides much needed insight into the potential impacts and challenges 

associated with Next Generation Broadband (NGB) in Australia. Australia’s investment in 

NGB infrastructure is informed by research suggesting that high capacity networks can 

support human development and economic growth (Benkler et al. 2010, Budde 2013, Gans 

and King 2010). However, international experiences with NGB reveal considerable variation 

in terms of uptake and engagement with NGB (Aizu 2002, Benkler et al. 2010, Frieden 2005,

Lau, Kim, and Atkin 2005, Lee and Chan-Olmsted 2004). It seems that, as with other 

technological innovations, the outcomes derived from next generation broadband depend on

a range of factors, including the readiness of end-users to engage with it. This research 

provides rich data, namely insight from leaders and experts from across Australian society 

and industry, as to the opportunities and risks associated with NGB in Australia, and the 

actions that need to be taken to ensure that we maximise the benefits derived from this 

infrastructure.  

Next generation broadband is often described as a ‘disruptive innovation,’ in that it is 

seen to have the potential to transform business models, change the relationships among 

stakeholders, create new services, demand new skill sets and outmode existing industries 

(Middleton, Park, and Allen 2013). Although some of the impacts associated with a 

disruptive innovation may be difficult to predict, there is value in attempting to identify and 

prepare for these changes ahead of time, simply because change (developing new skills, re-

engineering organisational processes) takes time and effort, and failure to do so can have 

very negative impacts. However, as the effects of next generation broadband may play out 

differently for different groups and different sectors, we need not only to understand what 

applications NGB can enable, but also how they might be applied in each sector and user-

group. Thus, to prepare for NGB, we need to bring together an understanding of the 

technology, and an understanding of the different contexts in which the technology will be 

experienced. The purpose of this study, then, was to capture this information by interviewing

high-level representatives from across the different stakeholder groups for NGB in Australia. 

While the specifications assigned to the term ‘next generation broadband’ vary, it 

usually refers to data telecommunications systems that have scalable bandwidth (generally 

capable of at least 25Mbps downstream), symmetric capability (meaning upstream 

bandwidths are close to or equal to downstream bandwidths), support services of different 

quality levels, and are ubiquitous in terms of coverage. The NGB network planned for 

Australia is comparable with NGB networks that have been implemented in (or are planned 

for) other countries around the world. Thus, research in those countries where NGB is 

already available provides an important source of information about the types of impacts 
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that are experienced from next generation broadband and how to prepare for them. 

However, it is also important to consider how these effects are likely to play out in Australia’s

unique social, economic and geographic environment. Thus, our analysis begins with a 

review of international experiences with NGB and an overview of Internet use in Australia. 

We then go on to describe the process that we followed and the findings that we obtained 

from our interviews with stakeholder group representatives. 

Learning from international experiences with NGB

International ranking systems (e.g., International Telecommunication Union 2013b, 

OECD 2013, World Bank 2013) comparing broadband uptake across countries show that 

uptake does not follow automatically or uniformly with the provision of broadband, or more 

specifically, NGB. Economic and demographic factors (economic prosperity, income, 

education, computer penetration age and population density) explain much of the variation 

in broadband adoption (Beard et al. 2010, Jakopin and Klein 2011). However, global 

leadership in NGB requires other attributes. The Republic of Korea is generally identified as 

the global leader for broadband deployment (International Telecommunication Union 

2013a, Lee and Chan-Olmsted 2004). In Korea, the provision of NGB infrastructure was 

accompanied by demand-side management strategies, including services, applications and 

demand promotion policies (Katz 2012).  However, analysts attribute the success of NGB in 

Korea to a confluence of factors, including the political situation, geographic factors, people’s

mentality and the cultural context (Aizu 2002). Thus, the recipe for achieving high uptake of 

NGB is likely to be complex and unique to each country. 

However, achieving high uptake is just the starting point for successful utilization of 

NGB. We also need to consider the impacts that are experienced from its deployment. The 

new technologies enabled by NGB are expected to result in substantial cost efficiencies and 

improvements in the delivery of health (INSEAD and World Economic Forum 2013, 

National Broadband Task Force 2001), education (National Broadband Task Force 2001) 

and government services (Bauer et al. 2002, House of Representatives Standing Committee 

on Infrastructure and Communications 2011). Furthermore, the impact of increased 

digitisation varies across nations, sectors and social groups. For example, broadband can 

improve employment in developing economies but lead to reductions in employment in 

advanced-stage economies as lower-value-added, labour-intensive jobs go overseas where 

labour is cheaper (INSEAD and World Economic Forum 2013). Other research has found 

that broadband has a stronger effect on productivity in sectors with high transaction costs 

and high labour intensity (International Telecommunication Union 2013b). In addition, 

since the uptake of digital technology tends to be lower amongst disadvantaged groups, 
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increased digitization may serve to exacerbate existing social inequalities, (Baum, Locke, and

Kirkpatrick 1998, Helsper, Dutton, and Gerber 2008). 

The level of Internet use in Australia is currently only slightly below that of most 

other developed countries (International Telecommunication Union 2013b). However, 

Australia ranks relatively low in terms of affordability of access to ICT infrastructure 

(INSEAD and World Economic Forum 2013). The Australian Bureau of Statistics reports 

that in 2012-2013, 17% of Australians aged 15 and older had not accessed the Internet in the 

past year (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2014) and although nine in very ten Australian 

businesses have Internet access, only 45% have a presence on the web (Australian Bureau of 

Statistics 2013). Household Internet use tends to be lowest amongst older Australians (65+) 

and in low income households, which suggests that lack of experience (with information 

communications technology) and financial resources are restricting household Internet 

uptake (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2014). Amongst businesses, lack of relevance or 

perceived need emerges as the main factor underlying the limited uptake of Internet enabled 

applications. However, cost (associated with establishing and maintaining a web presence), 

lack of customer demand and lack of technical expertise are also cited as factors (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics 2013, Lonergan Research 2013). 

Economic analyses have been carried out to identify potential opportunities and risks

associated with NGB in Australia. These find that the delivery of NGB in Australia will have a

significant impact on the delivery of health and education and in the reduction of commuting

enabled by videoconferencing (Budde 2013, Gans and King 2010, IBIS World 2012, 

Jayasundara 2011). In particular, regional communities are expected to benefit from NGB, 

given that through e-learning, telemedicine and other NGB-enabled initiatives, geographical 

distance becomes less of a barrier to accessing services. On the other hand, NGB may have 

negative impacts for some industry classes, e.g., traditional retailing, wholesale trade, 

traditional publishing and traditional entertainment media channels  (IBIS World 2012). 

Analysts also warn that the benefits of NGB will not be achieved unless work is done to 

prepare Australian systems, individuals and organisations for it (Gans and King 2010). 

Overall, while expert analyses identify important and pervasive opportunities 

associated with NGB in Australia, surveys of Australian householders and businesses suggest

that uptake of NGB may be delayed or even limited if end-users do not understand what 

benefits they can gain from it, or do not have the skills and resources they need in order to 

engage with it effectively. The purpose of our research was to obtain input from well-

informed and high-level representatives from across Australian society and industry, to 

explore how NGB could change the way in which business is carried out (either positively or 

negatively), and what specific interventions and initiatives are needed to achieve the best 

possible outcomes from the investment in NGB infrastructure. 
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Engaging with NGB stakeholders in Australia

To identify high-level stakeholders with expertise in both their own area and relating 

to NGB, we drew upon three sources of information: (a) advice from five subject matter 

experts (b) Internet searches and (c) government documents (Cromarty 2011, House of 

Representatives Standing Committee on Infrastructure and Communications 2011). From 

this input we developed a stakeholder map identifying seventeen stakeholder groups and 80 

organisations from across Australian society and industry. We then went back to our subject 

matter experts to create a short-list of interview participants who provided representation 

from each of the stakeholder groups, were well-informed and connected in their own sector, 

and were also connected with information and communication technology developments and

NGB in particular. 

We emailed the forty-eight individuals on the short-list (and then followed up with a 

phone call), inviting them to take part in an interview to ‘create a better understanding of the

social and economic impact of next generation broadband in Australia’. Twenty-four (50%) 

either elected to take part in an interview or nominated another person from their 

organisation to provide input. The sample included representatives from government (state, 

local and federal), information and communications technology, health, education, research, 

the legal sector, social services, manufacturing and regulatory groups and peak bodies 

representing consumers, small business and industry. The sample included chief executive 

officers (n = 4), chairpersons (n = 3), senior directors (n = 5), general managers (n = 2) and 

policy managers (n = 3). It was fairly balanced in terms of gender, with 13 male participants 

and 11 female participants. Approximately half of the participants described themselves as 

working in a role that gave them a strong or direct interest in NGB. For the other 

participants, NGB represented an important channel through which they would carry out 

their business in the future.

The interviews were carried out over the months of May, June and July 2013. All of 

the interviews were conducted over the telephone, by one of four interviewers, and typically 

lasted for 45 minutes. The interviews began with the interviewers introducing themselves 

and outlining the purpose of the research as follows:

I am one of the social scientists working on CSIRO’s program of research exploring 

the opportunities and risks associated with the delivery of Next Generation 

Broadband in Australia – by which we mean a step change in the speed, quality and 

coverage of Internet access. We don’t want to focus specifically on the National 

Broadband Network, we’re looking more broadly at the potential impact of high-

speed broadband if it were available to most Australian households and businesses. 

We seek your input, and that of other high-level stakeholders and thought leaders, to 
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understand how these opportunities and risks may play out across the range of 

sectors and interest groups potentially affected by this new technology.

The interviews were semi-structured in that all participants were asked to respond to 

a set of key questions, with probing questions then used to clarify comments and elicit 

greater detail from participants. The key questions were:  

1. How do you think business/ways of doing things in your area is likely to 

change with the introduction of next generation broadband?
2. What opportunities do you think next generation broadband will create in 

your sector/area?
3. Do you see potential for any risks in your sector with the introduction of next 

generation broadband?
4. What interventions or initiatives might be required to manage these 

opportunities and risks?

All of the interviews were recorded (with the participants’ permission) and transcribed. 

Participants were given the opportunity to review any quotes taken from their interview 

prior to publication.

Interview transcripts were analysed in NVivo using a constant comparison analysis 

method (Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2007) - a common method of qualitative data analysis 

which identifies meaningful chunks of text and classifies them into themes. The coding 

process was guided by a ‘start list’ of codes that was generated by the four interviewers based 

on their experiences in the interviews. These start codes were structured according to 

whether responses represented opportunities, risks, interventions or research questions. 

Additional codes were included to capture information about participants’ work roles and 

their interest in NGB.  As the coding process progressed, new codes were added to the 

framework to capture emergent themes. 

Initial coding was carried out by a research assistant (external to the research team) 

and two of the four interviewers. The coders met regularly to discuss their experiences and 

review changes to the coding framework so as to ensure that they were adopting a consistent 

approach.  Subsequently, one of the researchers reviewed all of the coding to check for 

consistency. 

Below, we describe the themes that emerged as participants discussed the changes, 

opportunities, risks and interventions associated with NGB in Australia. For each of the key 

questions, we identify commonly occurring themes, beginning with the themes that emerged 

most often across the interviews. As well as describing the way in which each theme was 

expressed across the interviews, we also provide representative quotes from the interviews to

illustrate the themes in participants’ own words. There was fairly strong consensus 

associated with these opportunities, risks and interventions but in those instances where a 
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theme or idea only came out in interviews with participants from a certain sector or sectors, 

we provide this information.

What opportunities will NGB create in Australia?

We began the interviews by asking participants how they saw business or ways of 

doing things in their area changing with the introduction of NGB. This question was 

designed to be neutral, so that we could get a sense as to whether participants viewed NGB 

positively or negatively. All of the participants depicted NGB as bringing about positive 

change, although a few participants (representing social services, education and research) 

also identified some potential negative changes. Many participants (most commonly those 

representing business, education, government and the ICT sector) went further and 

predicted that the changes associated with NGB would be fundamental or transformative.  

Because ‘anything that we do in our lives can be affected by high quality broadband’, NGB 

would mean that ‘our lives are enriched’. Some of the fundamental impacts that were 

suggested included ‘enhanced democracy’, ‘being able to live and work where[ever] you want 

to live and work’ and having technology ‘take away some of the drudgery of life’. In the 

business context, participants described NGB as part of a ‘digital revolution’, which would 

transform markets by ‘reducing the tyranny of distance’, ‘bringing producers and consumers 

closer together’ and ‘fundamentally transform[ing] services’. 

The interview then delved into the specific opportunities that would be created in the 

stakeholders’ area of business. First and foremost, NGB was expected to enhance the delivery

of services, while also reducing the cost of doing business. Although these changes were 

expected to affect service delivery across all sectors, participants viewed NGB as having the 

greatest impact on the delivery of health, education and government services. The changes 

expected in each of these sectors are detailed below.

Improvements to health services
In the health sector, electronic health care records would improve diagnosis, create 

cost-savings and enhance patient care. Health care records and data would be stored online 

so that all health care providers would be able to quickly access a patient’s online health 

records and review their medical history to inform their understanding of the patient’s 

health care needs. Using videoconferencing and home-based sensors facilitated by NGB, it 

would be possible to deliver more health care services to patients in the home. One 

participant provided the following scenario:  

...Mum's sitting there and the doctor says hi Mrs [X], can you step on the scales? She can

get up and stand on a patch on the carpet and he can get an instant reading of her 
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weight... And he can say that's good, can you put your hand on the pad on the chair and 

she can get her blood pressure taken, she can get her pulse taken.  All the while he's 

observing her visually to see how she's reacting to his questions.  She might have had - I 

don't know - some minor treatment for something that she's got a lesion or a wound; he 

can have a look at that at high definition.  He can zoom in and he can say to her are you 

taking your tablets and she can say yeah, but I'm feeling a bit wonky in the 

afternoons...so these are just normal things that a doctor wants to do but the important 

thing there is that mum's not had to arrange transport, I haven't had to take the day off 

to go and take her to the doctor's... I know people as they get to that age, they're frail.  

The idea of a trip to the doctor's is a major excursion for them. [Interviewee 16]

Improvements to education 
In the education sector, the ubiquitous availability of high speed broadband would 

allow educational institutions to establish partnerships that would give students access to 

global facilities and expertise from around the world, whilst reducing their own curriculum 

development and infrastructure costs. One participant gave the following example:

...part of our medical course is now taught by the University of California.  They teach 

emergency medicine, in exchange for which, we teach anatomy using broadband.  Now 

the more we do of this, the more universities will begin to specialise, ceding disciplines to

one another, and running their operations more efficiently.  And, as you would know 

probably, we can even run laboratory experiments over broadband, we can run 

experiments in laboratories in the United States after hours, without having to invest in 

that infrastructure here.  [Interviewee 2]

Another participant from the education sector predicted:

...we will probably see things like hybrid situations where there will be some traditional 

learning within, maybe, formal settings or classrooms, but that will be complemented 

by an enormous amount of online learning. [Interviewee 12]

NGB would also change the way in which classes are run, creating more opportunities to 

experience external environments and engage with experts and people from other cultures. 

Workplace training would be able to be delivered in situ via new technology: 

Devices like Google glasses...will allow someone in a factory and a remotely based 

trainer to interact and ‘see’ the same environment. Businesses see a lot of applications 

for that training, for example, an apprentice doesn’t have to train offsite, they can be in 

their own factory developing skills and getting advice.  [Interviewee 4]
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Improvements to government service delivery
More government services would be delivered online, offering greater convenience to 

the consumer at the same time as reducing the cost of service delivery. One area where NGB 

was seen to have high potential for impact was in the delivery of human services. One 

participant explained: 

...if you’re on the dole, there is a requirement that you be willing to travel up to 90 

minutes a day for a job interview....  So if we were using the technology... you could 

conduct those interviews without having someone there face-to-face.  I mean, similarly, 

the requirement that you attend Centrelink interviews every fortnight or every month, 

when often, people aren’t seeing any progress in their capacity to get paid work, ... 

you’re actually alleviating the burden of those requirements through broadband... 

[Interviewee 15]

However, NGB would not only provide an alternative channel for the delivery of government 

services. It would also provide a channel for customers (or citizens) to communicate back to 

government, so that governments would have a better understanding of their electorates’ 

needs and wants:

...I hope that broadband will enable citizens to be more engaged in participatory 

democracy, so a direct voice to elected representatives, a direct voice to ministers and to

government because citizens can then express a view about what they want 

governments to invest in... if you were a government and you could say, ‘You know 

what?  Forty per cent of citizens are talking to us all the time and, of those 40 per cent of

citizens, 89 per cent of them want health, education and social services, so that’s what 

we’re prioritising’, so I think that - that’s where I think it could – it could potentially go. 

[Interviewee 19] 

New ways of interacting and working together
An important way in which NGB would change service delivery and other areas of 

work and home life was by transforming the Internet into a channel for rich communication 

and collaboration. As well as being able to interact via video-conferencing, and perhaps 3D 

video or holographic video, it would be possible for groups of individuals to work 

simultaneously on a single document or view the same images, equipment or data. 

Improved online communication and collaboration would have important flow-on 

effects. Many participants predicted that telecommuting would become widespread and 

work arrangements would become more flexible. Not only would there be fewer people 

commuting to work, but less travel would be required in general. Online libraries would 

mitigate the need to travel to a library, home-based monitoring and health care 
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appointments would reduce the need to travel to a doctor’s surgery, online learning systems 

would replace travel to an educational facility, online income reporting would replace visits 

to a Centrelink office, and instead of travelling to a site, technicians would ‘look’ at 

equipment via optical head mounted displays to diagnose problems and instruct users as to 

how to repair it. 

This ability to achieve rich interaction via the Internet would change some business 

models. One participant suggested: 

So I think you’ll see the potential for collaborations, and eventually even mergers and 

takeovers with other institutions.  So, depending upon how all this goes, we could merge

with the University of California, to become a new multi-national university called 

something or other, because our courses are integrated and co-taught, and we share 

staff, and infrastructure, and back office services.   [Interviewee 2]

Revitalising regional and remote Australia
When discussing the opportunities associated with NGB, communities in regional 

and remote areas of Australia were often identified as key beneficiaries. The most significant 

benefit that was expected to occur for people in these communities was improved access to 

services. One participant described NGB as:

...fundamental to trying to create a more equitable service access model for remote 

communities.  [Interviewee 23]

The ability to share data and consult with health specialists via the Internet would 

mean that health consumers would be able to save the time and costs associated with 

travelling to the city for these appointments. Friends and families in regional and remote 

areas would be able to have ‘virtual visits’ with patients in metropolitan hospitals. School and

university students in remote areas would be able to see into museums and laboratories and 

ask questions of subject matter experts working in these locations. 

Increased teleworking and the ability to connect with suppliers and customers via the

Internet would also mean that more job and business opportunities would open up for 

employees and business owners in regional and rural Australia. Consequently, NGB was seen

as a means of ‘reinvigorating’ regional and remote Australia, with one participant suggesting:

...internal migration in Australia has for a long period of time involved the movement of

people from inland regional parts of Australia towards the coast and in particular 

towards the major capital cities.  Broadband – next generation broadband has the 

potential to perhaps arrest that trend, indeed even reverse it.  [Interviewee 21]
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Expanding global and domestic markets
The improved bandwidth and speed delivered by NGB was also seen as a conduit 

through which Australian businesses would be able to expand into global markets. One 

participant explained: 

...broadband...removes the obstacle of distance, and it reduces the need to invest in 

infrastructure.  If you think about what has shaped Australian history up until now, one

major force has been the issue of distance.  If you remove that obstacle, Australia can 

become a more competitive player in every industry... [Interviewee 2]

In consequence: 

...developing products and services in Australia will be instantly transportable to 

anywhere else in the world. [Interviewee 16] 

NGB was expected to facilitate exports in the agricultural and education sectors. More 

generally, NGB was expected to provide an opportunity to export high value services 

overseas:

Obviously we carry some relative challenges, in regard to the cost profile of our services

industries internationally, and one of the most effective ways to mitigate and 

participate in the global… services economy is through smart use of the digital...to be 

much more productive and internationally competitive... there is a huge opportunity 

point right now over the coming years, in terms of high-value services provision to the 

growing Asian marketplace... a number of parts of that sector are hugely reliant on 

transfer of data... often domestically, but also increasingly internationally, and need to 

be confident that they can do so at fast speeds, and without barriers to success. 

[Interviewee 10]

In addition, by increasing the number of Australians with high-speed Internet access,

NGB would broaden the domestic markets available to small businesses. 

More data, better information
NGB would also improve reporting and data capture systems and enable big data 

analysis.  Wireless sensors and smart tablets would allow data to be collected from multiple 

sites and then brought together for analysis:

...new service industries are emerging based on analysis of data automatically collected 

from farm sensor networks and from machinery like harvesters.  Under Precision 

Agriculture models, for example, service providers process data for farmers and send it 

back digitally in valued added forms.  The digital economy can open up new farming 

practices and business models for agriculture and is key to future profitability.  We see 
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agriculture across all sectors moving into a more analytical realm with tighter control 

of inputs, yield and supply chain logistics.  [Interviewee 1]

Online health records could provide population health data that would potentially offer new 

insights for medical research. Finally, the ability to bring complex data from multiple sources

together would enable better business management:

For example, simply using a tablet a construction site enables photos of work to be 

taken, random spot checks of safety, and allows engineers to compare plans to actual 

work. Those kinds of practical applications have important productivity, quality and 

safety benefits for businesses. [Interviewee 4]

What risks might arise from having NGB in Australia?

After discussing the opportunities that NGB would create, participants were then 

asked: ‘Do you see potential for any risks in your sector with the introduction of NGB?’ 

Several participants (most often those representing the health sector) initially responded by 

saying that they did not think NGB would introduce any new risks, reinforcing the very 

positive attitudes that they had expressed regarding the opportunities offered by NGB. 

Nevertheless, subsequently, most participants went on to identify some issues of concern or 

potential risks, with representatives of business having the most to say on this topic. Below, 

we outline the risks that were commonly identified, beginning with concerns about 

Australia’s lack of readiness for NGB, which was the topic that generated the most discussion

across the interviews. 

Lack of readiness for NGB
The risk of greatest concern to participants was that Australian businesses, 

government organisations and individuals would not be ready to take advantage of the 

opportunities offered by NGB. Participants cited a number of indicators of Australia’s lack of 

readiness. One was the under-utilisation of current network capacity: 

Within each state there is a massive amount of fibre available that is being under-

utilised, for example in universities, for example in hospitals, for example in schools, 

which loads of other services could have access to, and the community could have access

to at speeds which are quite competitive with the NBN but nobody is commissioning that

either.  [Interviewee 13]

A second indicator of Australia’s lack of readiness was the low uptake of those online 

government services that do exist:

So a lot of government services are moving online, but from the conversations that I 

have with people within government, they’re not getting anything like the take-up that 
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they anticipated, in terms of people using those services.  So while those services may be 

more efficient, might offer more value to people... just because of this inherent inertia 

you’re not able to achieve what you wanted to achieve in moving that service online. 

[Interviewee 10]

A third indicator was the lack of preparation and thinking about digital innovation 

within Australian organisations. Participants were concerned that individuals and 

organisations were not aware of, or engaging with, the opportunities offered by NGB. The 

political debate associated with the plan for delivering NGB in Australia was seen to have 

contributed to a lack of engagement from government departments and businesses. Yet, 

participants warned, many businesses would need to develop new knowledge and skills and 

re-engineer their processes in order to remain competitive in a digital economy:

Australia is behind most of our competitors in using digital technology to streamline 

both government and business processes.  Retaining, let alone gaining, global market 

share depends on us leveraging digital technology to become more efficient and agile. 

[Interviewee 1]

Digital divide
If many Australian organisations were not ready for NGB, still other groups were seen

to be at risk of being left behind altogether. With fast and ubiquitous broadband more and 

more government, community, educational, social and business activities would be 

happening online. In an increasingly digital society and economy, anyone not able to access 

the Internet would risk missing out on important opportunities and experiences. The 

stakeholders that we spoke to identified three factors that would place people and 

organisations at risk: 1) lack of information technology skills and knowledge, 2) lack of 

financial resources, and 3) poor quality connections to the Internet. For example, individuals

who had been unemployed for a long time or whose education was incomplete might not 

have the skills to participate in an increasingly technology-rich work environment. Some 

participants suggested that NGB would increase costs to individuals and businesses, by 

requiring more expensive Internet subscription plans, or new skills, equipment and 

technology to be acquired. These costs would have a disproportionate effect on low income 

households and small businesses. One participant explained:

...our constituents are individuals, families and households, many of whom are in 

poverty, and so any additional burden on their weekly purse is unsustainable... there 

are households in Australia that are impoverished and cannot sustain any increase in 

cost that is related to a key or an essential utility.  [Interviewee 15]
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Similarly, if smaller organisations did not have the financial resources to engage with 

NGB on an equal basis with larger organisations, they might end up falling behind. One 

participant warned:

...if you start to see a significant difference in terms of the technological capacity of 

organisations to find out about... funding... just the capacity to put a submission in, is 

undermined, because you don’t have the same bandwidth or the technology that you 

need to use that bandwidth. That would really exacerbate some of those competitive 

processes in a way that would be detrimental to smaller communities and certainly to 

smaller community organisations. [Interviewee 15]

Finally, given that fibre optic connections would not be rolled out to all geographic 

locations, participants were also concerned that people living in more remote areas (distant 

from wireless nodes) might not be able to utilise Internet-enabled technology in the same 

way as those with fibre optic connections. Thus, there was a risk that access to NGB could 

exacerbate existing disadvantages associated with lack of skills, education, financial 

resources or geography.  

Quality and delivery of the infrastructure
Participants (especially those representing ICT, research and business) also 

expressed concerns about the infrastructure itself. First, they were concerned that the 

delivery of the infrastructure might not be uniform and ubiquitous. This was important 

because for businesses to invest in online services, they needed to know that:  

... everyone's got broadband and it all meets these minimum standards.  It's all got at 

least 25 megabytes per second.... upload sync speeds and download sync speeds are 

equivalent...The risks are that the technology adopted is not symmetric so that 

bandwidth in one direction isn't equivalent in the other direction, meaning things like 

high-resolution both-way video doesn't work as you'd like it to. [Interviewee 16]

Some participants were concerned that the speed or capacity of the infrastructure would not 

be adequate for some of the technology that is currently being developed. Another concern 

was that the roll-out of the infrastructure was going to be too slow, or might never happen. 

Our participants were aware that other countries were developing their own national high-

speed broadband networks and they were concerned that excessive delays in the delivery of 

infrastructure would leave Australia at a disadvantage when competing in the delivery of 

digital services and products. 

Loss of markets
Interview participants also warned that NGB could lead to a loss of market share in 

some sectors. While access to overseas markets was identified as one of the opportunities 
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associated with NGB, it would also create a conduit for overseas businesses to compete for 

Australia’s domestic market. Low value services would be especially vulnerable to overseas 

competition.  Participants also specifically identified the retail, entertainment and tertiary 

education sectors as areas that might suffer from increased trade exposure via the Internet. 

For example, the ability to stream entertainment content over the Internet was a potential 

threat for entertainment producers and broadcasters in Australia. One participant from the 

education sector was very concerned about the threat of overseas competition:

So we’ve now got this explosion of MOOCs [Massive Open Online Courses]...from the 

world’s very finest universities: Harvard, MIT, and Stanford... there’s a very real 

danger that the traditional Australian universities will... haemorrhage students to these 

open online courses if we don’t come up with a competitor... so Harvard will continue to 

have its on-campus premium product, and then they’ll conquer the rest of the world with

their off-campus online offerings.... The moment they solve both of those issues - the 

credential issue, and the financial issue - if Australia is still doing then exactly what it’s 

doing now, it’ll be game over, I think, for most Australian universities. [Interviewee 2]

Privacy and Security
While online privacy and security risks were not seen to be unique to NGB, 

participants predicted that these risks might be exacerbated with the new technology, simply 

because more information would be accessible online: 

... more and more people transacting, what I would call deeply personal information 

like their health records online …, and more and more GPs doing that... the only 

heightened risk is the opportunists who will try to do things like steal identity, or bring 

about reputational risk or denial of service on those things which are being consumed 

greatly.  Because you have got more happening, then there is more opportunity for 

those things to be intercepted, stolen.... [Interviewee 22]

A key message emerged from all the discussions on risks associated with NGB: 

delivering high quality and ubiquitous connections to the network was an important first 

step, but it was equally important to ensure that all business owners, employees and 

householders had the resources, knowledge, skills and motivation to make the best use of the

infrastructure. Participants from across all the stakeholder groups were concerned that these

elements were not yet in place. Fortunately, the interviews also provided an opening to 

explore their views on the types of actions that needed to be taken to achieve the best 

possible outcomes from NGB in Australia. 
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How should Australia prepare for NGB?
Each participant was asked what (if any) initiatives and interventions were needed to 

manage the potential opportunities and risks associated with NGB in their sector. There was 

a strong call for government (mostly at the federal and state levels) to support uptake and 

utilisation of NGB, but also for other key stakeholders to work on building digital literacy 

and redesigning their business processes for NGB.

Government action
Participants called for government to provide greater certainty about the timing, 

capacity, reliability and coverage of Australia’s NGB network. Without this clarity and 

confidence, businesses would not invest the time and resources required to transform their 

business processes so as to take advantage of the opportunities offered by NGB. However, 

some participants went further and suggested that the government needed to communicate 

how NGB would affect Australia’s future social and economic outlook – outlining where the 

opportunities would exist to improve productivity, create jobs and grow market share and 

what research, program investments and skills development would be needed to ready 

Australia for these changes. 

A second action for government was to review its own digital platforms and service 

delivery processes. Participants reported that NGB would provide the opportunity for 

government departments to achieve substantial cost savings, streamline service delivery and 

share information – but warned that these outcomes would not be realised unless a whole of 

government approach was taken towards integrating digital platforms. In addition, business 

models needed to be reviewed to take advantage of NGB:

…state governments need to have a policy review of how digital platforms, and 

particularly high speed broadband, will change the business models and service 

delivery of all the services for which they’re responsible… I don’t think that the state 

governments know that… you could deliver a dedicated education channel on the NBN 

platform. [Interviewee 13] 

By using the NGB to transform government processes and service delivery, the 

government would also be acting as an early adopter or digital advocate, showcasing the 

benefits to be achieved from NGB. Several participants recommended that the government 

should also be actively educating householders and businesses about what the NGB had to 

offer and ‘bring the community along’ in what was essentially a national change process. One

participant suggested that the government should deliver a national campaign to promote 

the benefits of NGB to a broader audience. Other participants recommended that the 

government should follow the example of South Korea by supporting the development of 
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applications for householders that would stimulate demand for NGB. One participant from 

the health sector commented on the low uptake of telehealth services and initiatives by 

health care practitioners and suggested that government needed to provide incentives and 

funding (for training and hardware) to support practitioners to adopt these new ways of 

working. In the same vein, a representative from the education sector said:

…there’s really this burden put on both university teaching staff and school teaching 

staff to start using these technologies, to start integrating them without really a whole 

lot of useful materials or support to do so.  And I think it’s a real worry when some 

teachers then therefore completely embrace that and some see it as a burden and I think 

you start to see major disparities in terms of the integration of technology into schools, 

and I think that’s really a major issue and requires quite a big rethink. [Interviewee 24] 

Finally, based on their concerns about the potential for digital divide, many 

participants recommended that the government should take action to ensure that all 

Australians had both the capability and the necessary resources (e.g., connection to the 

network and financial resources to cover the associated costs) to access and use NGB. As one 

participant put it:

...make sure that if we’re going to invest in broadband, we also invest in building 

bridges with those locations and with those population groups so they don’t get further 

left behind. [Interviewee 19]

Participants identified a number of ways through which the government could fulfil 

this responsibility. One suggested that access to the Internet should become a right, 

supported by regulation and policy. Delivering programs to promote digital literacy across 

the population (a recommendation discussed in more detail below) was seen as another 

means of addressing this issue. Representatives of community organisations also suggested 

providing financial compensation to low income households to cover the costs of hardware 

and connection to the NBN. No specific recommendations were made for groups that would 

not have fibre connections to the Internet, other than noting that ‘compensating or 

mediating mechanisms’ would need to be provided to ensure that these groups were not 

disadvantaged through having poorer quality connections to the Internet.  

However, whilst most participants thought that the government needed to take action

to ensure that NGB was utilised effectively, they also believed that other groups had a role to 

play in this process – both in building digital capability and in reviewing business processes 

to take advantage of NGB.

Build digital literacy
Since participants were concerned that Australian householders and businesses did 

not yet have the knowledge and skills to operate effectively in a digital economy and society, 
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it followed that many recommended digital literacy interventions to address this deficit. 

However, their concern was not just that people should have the skills to do things online, 

but also that they understood the benefits of being online, and the ways in which NGB-

enabled applications could be utilised in their work and home lives. As mentioned earlier, 

when identifying actions for government, some participants recommended implementing a 

national digital awareness campaign. However, they also wanted to see other key 

stakeholders in this space (NBN Co, Telstra, local government and Mission Australia, peak 

organisations, Chambers of Commerce were all suggested) taking leadership. Each of these 

organisations could have their own digital inclusion campaigns to build enthusiasm and 

knowledge about the benefits of digital applications within their own consumer groups. 

Apart from raising awareness of the benefits of NGB, there was also a need for 

educational and training programs to build digital capability. A challenge that emerged in 

these discussions was the need for a coordinated approach alongside the need to tailor digital

literacy training to the needs and interests of different user groups. Current digital literacy 

initiatives in Australia were described as ‘piecemeal,’ ‘a patchwork,’ and ‘tiny by comparison 

with the investment in NBN.’ There was a call for evaluation of current digital literacy 

initiatives so as to identify what approaches are effective and for which groups. 

Schools (and Universities, to a lesser extent) were identified as an important avenue 

through which use of the Internet and ICT-relevant capability could be promoted. However, 

alternative pathways were needed to reach other groups in the population, such as elderly 

people, people experiencing long-term unemployment, remote communities and people with

a disability. Existing channels should be used to deliver digital literacy initiatives for these 

groups and training should focus on applications that were relevant to each group’s specific 

needs and interests. Participants also recommended ensuring that everyone knew how to 

minimise privacy and security risks in an online environment and other principles of 

responsible Internet use.   

Digital literacy training for businesses (particularly small to medium enterprises) was

seen as a separate but equally important effort. Participants recommended that this group 

needed fast and efficient ways of learning about the opportunities to achieve efficiencies and 

grow their markets. Case studies and examples (ideally, examples from other organisations 

in the same sector) were suggested as an effective way of educating this group, since the 

formula for making best use of NGB was likely to vary according to contextual factors. 

Review of business processes
Finally, participants argued that all organisations needed to begin reviewing their 

business processes to take advantage of NGB: 
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...there really is a need to have a whole range of industry sectors think about research 

and engage in the implications of a step change in broadband for their businesses.  

[Interviewee 6]

While this was an area for government leadership, participants warned that 

‘businesses need lead-in time for transformation’ and that all businesses needed to start 

looking at how their services and processes could be re-designed around NGB. One 

participant illustrated this point by describing some of the issues that would have to be 

considered if parts of children’s classroom learning were delivered into the home:

First of all, you've got to make it acceptable to the community... know that every…kid in 

the class is already sensitised to that different environment and.... it'll be acceptable... 

But then you say...have we got the infrastructure in place?  Have we got the programs?  

Can we deliver a spelling lesson?  Can we deliver the maths lesson... what do we have to 

do… teachers are generally not IT literate… give them the IT support.  You can't have a 

school as we do in Australia where one of the dads comes in after work and helps set up 

the IT…when you're reliant on it for delivery, you've really got to resource it.  So back to 

issues of resourcing, training IT, developing the software, developing the programs as 

an online delivery.  [Interviewee 16]

Conclusions 
Our study participants, all well-informed and well-connected individuals, 

representing multiple sectors of Australian society and industry, shared a very positive view 

of the opportunities offered by NGB. These ranged from improved services and revitalised 

regional and remote communities, to new business markets, better information, and cost 

savings. In contrast, the risks that were most commonly identified related to an inability or 

failure to engage with these opportunities, rather than anything inherently negative that 

would be precipitated by NGB. In part, this positive view of NGB may be a product of our 

research methods, since we sought input from representatives of stakeholder groups who 

were ‘connected with information and communication technology developments and NGB in

particular’. This expertise made their input valuable but it meant that we did not hear from 

individuals who were disengaged and perhaps more negative about NGB. Furthermore, not 

all of our target participants elected to take part in the research and it may be that the 

individuals who chose to participate had more positive attitudes towards NGB. While 

technological change is commonly viewed as a source of economic growth and advancement, 

it can also be understood as a source of social and economic disruption (Harris and Sarewitz 

2012).However, our participants appeared to be conscious of this potential in that they were 

universally concerned about the need to ensure that Australian individuals and businesses 

would not be left behind as NGB was adopted both in Australia and internationally.
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The opportunities, risks and interventions that were identified and suggested by our 

study participants are consistent with those reported in the literature. Many of the 

participants that took part in our research would have been familiar with this literature, 

which may explain this consistency. However, as we argued at the outset of this study, this 

international literature cannot provide good insight into the specific opportunities and risks 

that NGB will offer in Australia’s unique social, economic and environmental context. For 

this reason, we sought to identify the social, economic and environmental factors that are 

likely to influence the way in which NGB plays out in Australia. 

One of the factors that emerged from these interviews was the low level of awareness 

and readiness for NGB across communities, businesses and government. Second, there was 

seen to be high risk of digital divide in Australia, due to the difficulty of providing fibre 

connections to communities in remote areas, the predominance of small businesses in the 

economy and the relatively high cost of hardware and Internet connections in Australia. Low 

income households and smaller businesses might not have the resources to access and utilise

NGB and more remote communities might not have the same online experience as the rest of

Australia. Finally, considering the relatively high cost of labour in Australia and Australia’s 

geographic proximity to the growing Asian economies, high-value services were seen to be an

area of competitive advantage under NGB. 

All of these factors were reflected in the recommendations that participants gave 

when outlining potential interventions and initiatives that would ensure the best utilisation 

of NGB infrastructure. These recommendations centred around the need for government 

action, the need to build the nation’s digital capability, and the need to begin transforming 

business processes to take advantage of NGB. Perhaps more implicit than explicit in these 

recommendations was the need for a point of leadership for the national NGB change effort. 

While there are many groups with a responsibility or interest in ensuring that NGB is utilised

effectively, there was no one agency or individual point with ultimate responsibility for 

driving this process – for example, no one agency with clear oversight and responsibility for 

coordinating digital literacy programs, promoting digital inclusion, initiating a whole of 

government business processes review, collating and sharing examples of best practice, or 

allocating funding and resources to support the development and uptake of NGB-enabled 

applications. However, the many comments about the need for leadership, coordination of 

effort and a more strategic approach in these areas suggest that there would be value in 

having a single point of contact for these efforts. Furthermore, lack of coordination and 

duplication of effort has also been identified as a problem in the implementation of the NBN 

and digital literacy initiatives at early release sites (Bowles 2013). 

The specific actions suggested by our participants to manage the outcomes associated

with NGB in Australia are also supported by other research. Prior research illustrating that 
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Australian businesses are not sure of the benefits of NGB and are using the Internet in a 

limited manner (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2013, Lonergan Research 2013) supports the

need to communicate the benefits of NGB and build digital literacy. However, implementing 

this recommendation is not straightforward. Back in 2009, the Australian Government 

reported that it was funding initiatives to support digital inclusion across Australian 

communities. Nevertheless, four years later our research participants report that more effort 

needs to be directed towards raising digital literacy. Efforts to build digital literacy and 

support digital inclusion in the United Kingdom have had similar effects. The UK Online 

initiative sponsored community Internet access points, free Internet training and major 

campaigns to promote awareness to targeted groups. However, an evaluation conducted by 

the National Audit Office (The Comptroller and Auditor General 2003) found ‘limited signs’ 

that older people were taking advantage of these initiatives. Before funding more digital 

literacy interventions, it would seem desirable to invest effort towards identifying what types 

of interventions are effective.  

In closing, we must acknowledge that it is difficult to do justice to the range of input 

that the participants in this research offered. We have drawn out ideas and themes that 

emerged across the interviews and that have broad applicability. However, since we only 

spoke to a few representatives from each stakeholder group, this approach sometimes 

obscured very specific issues relating to a particular sector. Nevertheless, we believe this 

paper conveys the way in which informed stakeholders described the key opportunities, risks

and recommendations associated with NGB playing out across the different sectors of 

Australian society and industry. As with other disruptive technologies, it will be the capacity 

of people and organisations to respond in a timely way to opportunities and threats created 

by next generation broadband that will largely determine the level of benefits that might 

accrue to Australia. The insights offered by our research participants serve to inform this 

effort. 
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Summary: A 'telco' or telecommunications service provider’s network is both the source of 

its high cost base and source of differentiation. Telcos incur the high capital and operational 

costs of customised, vendor-proprietary hardware as they seek differentiation through 

network capacity addition, service quality and coverage improvement. These decisions to 

invest in the network are motivated by supply-side competition and demand – particularly 

cross-segment demand for data services, much of which is for “over-the-top” social 

networking and video streaming services that the telco can only partially monetise. This has 

created a dichotomy of margin erosion – a high cost to serve with diminishing returns on 

additional capacity investments.  

However, an approach that blends IT, networking and data centre technologies promises to 

improve this equation, as evidenced by primary research, surveys and proof-of-concepts by 

Hewlett Packard. Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) offers to immediately lower the 

capital and operational cost base by implementing a growing set of previously closed network 

platforms and functions on standard IT hardware. This will set the scene in the next few years 

for faster “software-defined network” (SDN) additions which will improve utilisation of 

network assets and allow lower-cost experiments to flex and scale capacity to improve 

network services and introduce new innovations. This article provides an introductory view of 

these emergent developments. 

Introduction  

In August 2011, in an essay written for the Wall Street Journal, Marc Andreessen, the 

founder of Netscape, Opsware and VC firm, Andreessen Horowitz, said, “Software is eating 

the world.” (Andreessen, 2011). This article will make clear that this trend is manifest in the 

networks of telecommunication companies, or telcos. This emergent development, known as 

network functions virtualisation (NFV) and the software-defined network (SDN) is not a 

solution looking for a problem. Rather, the development was initiated by leading telcos 
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around the world, (Chiosi et al, 2012) and it has gathered considerable momentum, moving 

from whitepapers to the lab to production networks. This article will focus on the economic 

drivers for NFV and SDN, drawing on the work of industry groups, standards bodies and 

primary research. It is important to note that NFV and SDN are complementary, but not 

mutually dependent. They can be combined for greater value to shift the classical network 

approach which is proprietary, cumbersome, and manual to a better economic model that is 

agile, standard and more automated. 

The Economics of Networks 

The telco’s network is the source of its high cost base and source of differentiation. Telcos 

incur the high capital and operational costs of customised, vendor-proprietary hardware as 

they seek differentiation through network capacity addition, service quality and coverage 

improvement. 

There are at least two reasons for this high cost base – demand that isn’t fully monetisable,  

and supply-side inefficiencies associated with investments in customised, proprietary 

platforms. 

The combination of these factors has created a dichotomy of margin erosion – a high cost to 

serve with diminishing returns on additional capacity investments.  

Network demand drivers 

Telcos, to remain competitive, must incur the high capital and operational costs of networks 

to cater to the rapid acceleration of demand, particularly for data services. Those that do not 

will face the churning of their customers to competitor networks. 

As such, a “telco” or telecommunications service provider’s network costs are often measured 

in the billions. For example, in Australia, Telstra (Ramli, 2014), Optus (Bingemann, 2014) 

and Vodafone (Bingemann, 2013) have all announced multi-year, billion dollar network 

investments.    

Consider the impact on revenue and the requisite network capacity investments of the 

following statistics from the Australian Communications and Media Authority. 

1. The increase in demand for data: 676,898 terabytes worth of data was downloaded 

during the June quarter of 2013, a “sobering” 59 per cent increase on the June 

quarter of 2012. (ACMA, 2013).  

2. The centrality of mobility: 7.5 million Australians used the internet via their mobile 

phone during June 2013, an increase of 33 per cent (or ten percentage points) 
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compared to June 2012 and a telling 510 per cent increase since June 2008. (ACMA, 

2013).  

3. The increasing amount of time and reliance on data services: At June 2013, 10.81 

million Australians went online more than once a day—a seven per cent increase 

compared to the same time last year and a 72 per cent increase from June 2008.   

4. Demand for OTT services: - 7.86 million Australians used “over the top” (OTT) 

content services such as catch-up TV, video on demand (e.g. Netflix) and IPTV in the 

six months to May 2013, an increase of 52 per cent compared to May last year. There 

were similarly spectacular increases in the use of OTT social messaging applications 

(e.g. Facebook-WhatsApp) and OTT VoIP services (e.g. Skype).  

5. While there are no statistics publicly available for the erosion of Australian telco 

revenue by OTTs, global data trends are highly likely to be relevant in Australia. 

According to Ovum, OTT social messaging applications globally cost CSPs $13.9 

billion in lost SMS revenues in 2011, $32.5B in 2013, and are predicted to cost $54 

billion by 2016. Additionally, by 2020, OTT VoIP providers will have cost the global 

telecoms industry $63 billion in lost revenues. (Ovum, 2013) 

In short, the situation is one of accelerating demand, but a slower rise in revenues due to 

OTTs capturing increasingly larger slices of revenue. This is compounded by historic pricing 

models which do not reflect changing cost structures. 

Supply-side drivers 

To date, network capacity investments to cater to the demand detailed above have entailed 

several capital inefficiencies attendant with customised, proprietary systems. These include: 

1. Customised, closed interfaces between many network functions and their closely 

coupled management entities – this means that specific network elements are the 

preserve of a small number of network equipment suppliers, reducing competition 

and innovation. The price-performance trends of network equipment have not 

followed IT equipment.  

2. Customised automation and operating procedures. This creates siloes of rare, and 

thus expensive, skills which in turn limits the agility of new service introduction, 

order-to-activate, and trouble-to-resolve processes and the modernisation of legacy 

network platforms. This places telcos at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis more 

nimble (over-the-top) OTT players. 

http://www.acma.gov.au/~/media/Communications%20Analysis/Comms%20Report%202012%2013/Word/Chapter%205_Consumer%20benefits%20from%20participating%20in%20the%20digital%20economy_CR201213%20docx.docx
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3. Increased power usage since network workloads are, in the most part, tied to 

dedicated hardware platforms. There is no flexibility in powering down and 

consolidating network functions on less hardware when that hardware is not in use.  

4. Moreover, hardware-based appliances rapidly reach end of life, requiring much of the 

procure-design-integrate-deploy cycle to be repeated with little or no revenue benefit. 

The logic would suggest, therefore, that the upward trajectory of data traffic growth (a proxy 

for network costs to meet capacity requirements) and the reduced gradient of revenue 

increases will create a revenue gap if no alternative paths are pursued. This is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – The Growing Revenue-Cost Gap for Telcos  

For illustrative purposes only (not to scale) 

Fortunately, there are reasons to be more optimistic. At least one alternative model does 

exist, and it has gathered considerable momentum since 2012, when it was first mooted by 

10+ Tier-1 global telcos. (Chiosi et al, 2012)  That approach is known as network functions 

virtualisation (NFV) which, in turn, enables the software-defined network (SDN). 

The impact of NFV and SDN will be to address the supply-side inefficiencies and allow 

greater service innovation, resulting in higher revenues.  

Network Functions Virtualisation 

NFV allows the movement away from the proprietary to the standard, from the cumbersome 

to the agile, from the manual to the automated, and from on-premise to the cloud. 

According to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, (ETSI, 2013) “Network 

Functions Virtualisation aims to transform the way that network operators architect 

networks by evolving standard IT virtualisation technology to consolidate many network 

equipment types on to industry standard high volume server, switches and storage, which 

could be located in a variety of NFVI-PoPs including data centres, network nodes and in 
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end user premises.” (ETSI, 2013) ETSI goes on to say that “in principle, all network 

functions and nodes may be considered for virtualisation and should be enabled by 

standards.” (ETSI, 2013). 

Figure 2 describes the differences between the classical or traditional approach and the new 

model. This was first articulated by a consortium of network operators, themselves, 

precluding issues of solutions in search of problems. (Chiosi et al, 2012)  

 

 

Figure 2 – From the Classical to a NFV approach (Source: Edlund, 2014) 

NFV Taxonomy 

As described in Figure 2, NFV replaces proprietary hardware network elements with 

software running on high-volume industry-standard servers, storage and network. NFV is a 

natural extension to the virtualization trend that has widespread adoption in the IT world, 

wherein virtual machines have replaced physical CPUs. Borrowing further from 

developments in cloud computing, virtualized network elements may be housed in IT data 

centres (rather than more expensive, specialised exchanges) in order to gain further 

economies of scale.  

A Network Function (NF) is a building block within an telco´s network infrastructure. NFs 

have well defined external interfaces and a well-defined purpose or behaviour.  In practical 

terms, a NF is often a network node.  

A Virtual Network Function (VNF) provides exactly the same functional behaviour and 

interfaces like the equivalent NF, but is deployed as software inside the NFV-Infrastructure.  

The NFV-Infrastructure (NFV-Infra) is the totality of all hardware and software components 

which build up the environment in which VNFs are deployed, managed and executed. The 
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NFV-Infrastructure can span across several locations or data centres. The network providing 

connectivity between these locations is part of the NFV-Infrastructure.   

The NFV-Orchestrator (NFV-O) is software to operate, manage and automate the 

distributed NFV Infrastructure. The NFV-O has control and visibility of all VNFs running 

inside the NFV-Infra. The NFV-O provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and external 

NFV-Interfaces to the outside world to interact with the orchestration software. The NFV-

Orchestrator makes use of the NFV-Operating System to perform cloud operation and 

automation, thus extending the basic capabilities of the NFV-OS. 

NFV – Stages of Deployment 

Various stages of NFV deployment are possible and are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Various Stages of NFV Deployment (Adapted from Edlund, 2014) 

Starting from the left, current network applications (or NFs) can be migrated to standard, 

high-volume (SHV) or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) industry-standard servers, storage 

and switches. Next, NFs can be virtualised into software to become VNFs (sometimes 

referred to Apps) running on the SHV/COTS hardware. SDN Enablement occurs through the 

use of virtualisation controllers and NFV-Orchestrators, which can evolve to support the 

real-time performance requirements of telecom network functions. 
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Advantages of NFV 

NFV Advantages include the: 

1. Faster deployment, relocation, upgrading, and turn-off of both networking and value-

added services – this is the ability to flexibly locate the NF where it is most effective 

or less expensive  

2. More reasonable scaling of COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) equipment – which has 

a better price-performance ratio and more widespread availability in comparison to 

specialised, proprietary communications hardware. 

3. Consolidation potential or the ability to combine multiple network functions (NFs) as 

VNFs on a single hardware platform. 

NFV Implementation Considerations 

There are a number of implementation considerations with NFV.     

Portability/Interoperability. To maximise choice and economic benefit, an NFV 

implementation must have the ability to load and execute VNFs in geographically multiple, 

standardised datacentre environments, provided by different vendors. Portability also allows 

for the freedom to optimise the location and required resources of the virtual appliances 

without constraints. There could be some NFs that are strictly location dependent. However, 

virtualising such NFs will still lead to greater portability of VNFs within that location (e.g. 

data centre). It is important to probe why the NF is location dependent and ensure a solid 

rationale exists.  

Performance. NFV implementations must consider possible effects on latency, throughput 

and processing overhead and ensure they are minimized. (Choisi et al, 2012) believe that 

network control functions, as well as data/user plane functions can successfully be 

virtualised, and this has been evidenced in multiple HP proof of concepts as well. 

Migration and Compatibility with legacy systems NFV implementations must co-

exist with telcos’ legacy network equipment, element & network management systems, and 

existing IT orchestration systems for NFV orchestration and IT orchestration to converge. 

The NFV architecture must support a migration path from today’s proprietary physical 

network appliance based solutions to more open standards based virtual network appliance 

solutions.   

Management and Orchestration. To reduce the cost and time to integrate new virtual 

appliances, standard management interfaces are required. Software Defined Networking 

(SDN) further extends this to the control of the forwarding behaviours of physical switches 
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using SDN. This can be established at the proof of concept phase or through a study of the 

requisite northbound (VNF to NFV-O) interfaces. 

Automation. NFV operations can only scale if all of the critical NFV-O functions can be 

automated. This should be included in the proof of concept test cases.   

Security & Resilience. NFV is an opportunity to improve the network resilience and 

availability by allowing network functions to be recreated on demand after a failure. The 

hypervisor and its configuration must be kept secure. Security certified hypervisors and 

virtual appliances are required. 

Network Stability. A VNF and NF share the same network stability considerations. Care 

should be taken when virtual functions are relocated, or during re-configuration events, such 

as during failover scenarios.   

Simplicity. VNFs will be simpler to operate than those that exist today due to the 

portability and consolidation opportunities. The focus should remain on the simplification of 

network architecture and operations to obtain ongoing cost savings. 

Integration. In short, the ecosystem needs to come together at several levels - through the 

integration of multiple virtual appliances onto existing industry standard high volume 

servers and hypervisors, with the ability to “mix & match” servers, hypervisors, and virtual 

appliances from different vendors without incurring significant integration costs and 

avoiding lock-in. The ecosystem must offer integration services and maintenance and third-

party support as well as mechanisms to validate new solutions.  Stakeholders in the 

ecosystem include OEM chip manufacturers (e.g. Intel and ARM); Network equipment 

Providers (NEPs – e.g. Ericsson, Nokia Networks, Juniper and Alcatel-Lucent); Independent 

Software Vendors  (e.g. CheckPoint, Riverbed, F5), hardware server/storage/switch vendors 

(e.g. HP), system integrators (e.g. HP) and critically, the telcos themselves.  

Software Defined Networking 

SDN replaces standardized networking protocols with centralized software applications that 

configure all network elements. It requires the decoupling of network control and data plane 

functions, which is enabled by NFV or through the design of the NF. SDN promises to reduce 

the complexity of distributed networking control protocols with the simplicity of 

programming an omniscient controller.  

SDN Advantages include the: 

1. Easy experimentation with new ideas - ability to dynamically reconfigure the network 

on the fly to adapt it to instant demands for applications and services  
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2. The more rapid development of software in comparison to protocol standardization 

and hardware development  

3. Simplification of network maintenance due to centralized orchestration - ability to 

swiftly deploy, relocate and upgrade new features.  

In a practical sense, a telco can instantiate a new network application / service using SDN 

principles to route or switch core network traffic flows between virtualised applications, 

enabling different services to be chained in the preferred order, achieving faster time to 

market. According to (GigaOm, 2014), the top 5 applications for open-source SDN are: 

1. Network Optimisation 

2. Security Services 

3. Network Monitoring and Analytics 

4. Network Automation 

5. Policy Management  

The Relationship between SDN, NFV and an Open Approach 

Figure 4 visually outlines the relationship between SDN, NFV and open innovation. 

NFV creates the operational flexibility, reduction in power and space requirements to 

address the supply-side issues identified above. Unit costs of NFs are reduced through the 

move to COTS hardware and IT (as opposed to network) level management of those 

functions. Moreover, utilisation is improved through virtualisation. SDN creates the 

necessary control abstractions to enable time to market and innovation cycle time reductions 

– which lowers management costs of end-to-end networks. Open innovation stimulates the 

supply market further through new permutations and combinations of cooperation and 

competition. For example, Linux and Apache have established themselves as viable 

alternatives to commercial software. It is reasonable to expect NFV and SDN equivalents, 

perhaps OpenStack (from the OpenStack Foundation) and OpenDaylight (from The Linux 

Foundation), to do so as well.  
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Figure 4: Relationship between SDN, NFV and Open Innovation (Source: 

Edlund, 2014) 

NFV & SDN Ecosystem 

The NFV ecosystem consists of the following players. 

1. Telecom Network Operators or Telcos 

2. Independent Software Vendors 

3. Hardware (Server, Storage, Network) Vendors  

4. Original Equipment Manufacturers – such as chipset vendors 

The Addressable Market  

Driven by the thriving ecosystem that has already formed, SNS Research estimates that the 

SDN and NFV will account for nearly $4 Billion in investments globally in 2014. Despite the 

implementation considerations above with legacy networks, SNS Research estimates further 

growth at a CAGR of nearly 60% over the next 6 years. (SNS, 2013) 

SDN and NFV investments are estimated to save wireless and wire-line service providers up 

to $32 billion in annual capital expenditure by 2020. (SNS, 2013) Another research study 

said that 50% of operator respondents expect SDN to be implemented in mobile within five 

years. The (keener) 50% expected it to be implemented in the next one to two years. 

(Informa Telecoms, 2014) 

Primary Research:  

Based on primary HP research involving the interview of 50 CIOs and CTOs of Tier 1 & 2 

telcos, it is evident that NFV is a key trend. A third of those interviewed regarded NFV as the 
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most important trend affecting their role above advances in mobility, cloud computing and 

software-defined networking technologies. 93% expect NFV to be a major factor within 3 

years. (HP, 2014) 

Primary Research - Key business drivers 

The HP research above indicates that NFV is regarded as a technology that will help create 

new revenue and improve the telco’s positioning vis-à-vis over-the-top (OTT) players. 

However, the demand for proof of concepts has focused on the supply-side economics. These 

include the reduced need for capital and operational expenditure, the opening up the 

network to innovation from a larger supplier group, and the shortening of innovation cycles, 

with the consequent lowering of risk when rolling out new services. 

As NFV is based on open standards, telcos now have a choice of vendors for network 

functions – both the software and the use of lower cost industry-standard server, storage and 

networking hardware.  

Primary Research - HP Proof of Concepts 

HP’s proof of concepts (PoCs) with leading CSPs include the virtualisation of several network 

functions. These include: 

1. Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) 

2. IPsec Termination  

3. Broadband Remote-Access Servers (B-RAS) 

4. Evolved Packet Core (EPC) 

5. Content Delivery Networks (CDN) 

6. Multimedia Services Environment 

7. IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 

8. Next Generation IN (NGIN) 

Through these, and other PoCs, HP has found that using off-the-shelf hardware can reduce 

the capital intensity of network appliances by up to 35%, while leveraging open-source 

software can save up to another 35%.  

Timeline of Adoption 

In 2013 and early 2014, early adopters have been experimenting and defining single function 

use cases with NFV. In 2014, it is expected that new and refreshed network software will 

start to be available in virtualised variants. Expect to see a number of PoCs in the labs in 
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major service providers. (SDN Central, 2014) The volume rollouts of such technologies are 

expected in 2015 and beyond though more progressive telcos will adopt it sooner.  

Conscious of potential virtualisation overhead, several telcos have begun their investigation 

by virtualising non-real time network functions such as store and forward messaging 

systems. Successful proof of concepts of network functions that are closer to real-time 

indicate that the technology is more broadly applicable. 

In a BrightTALK webinar in April 2013, Dr Prodip Sen (Director, Network Architecture, 

Verizon Network & Technology and Chair, ETSI NFV ISG) listed additional examples of 

where NFV can be applied: (Sen, 2013) 

1. Application-level optimization: CDNs, cache servers, load balancers, application 

accelerators  

2. Mobile networks: HLR/HSS, MME, SGSN, GGSN/PDN-GW, base station, EPC  

3. Home environment: home router, set-top-box  

4. Security functions: firewalls, intrusion detection/protection systems, virus scanners, 

spam protection  

5. Tunneling gateway elements: IPSec/SSL VPN gateways  

6. Traffic analysis/forensics: DPI, QoE measurement  

7. Traffic monitoring, service assurance, SLA monitoring, test and diagnostics  

8. NGN signaling: SBCs, IMS  

9. Converged and network-wide functions: AAA servers, policy control and charging 

platforms  

10. Switching elements: BNG, CG-NAT routers  

Different service providers have different priorities and hence the sequence of virtualising 

NFs will differ.   

The role of standards 

Standards bodies, such as European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), Open 

Networking Foundation (ONF), Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) 

TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) will play 

an essential, market-making, role in ensuring that NFV and SDN standards and 

specifications meet the needs of telcos. For example, NFV vendors will need to prove that a 

virtual network is just as secure as a physical network. (SDN Central, 2014) Standards bodies 

will also ensure that NFV and SDN retain an open architecture. 
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

The ETSI NFV initiative was launched in January 2013 to facilitate a technical, architectural 

and business community to accelerate the industry’s move to NFV. This is a pre-

standardisation effort that brings together most global Tier-1 telcos, equipment vendors and 

IT vendors. Over 95 companies and 250 participants are involved. Significantly, 20 of the 

world’s top telcos have created the ETSI standards that are the underpinnings for NFV.  

As a result, ETSI has developed high-level specifications encompassing NFV terminology, 

requirements, end-to-end architecture and use cases. These use cases are detailed in the 

reference (ETSI 2013) below. 

In addition to an ETSI NFV steering committee, there are working groups for infrastructure, 

software architecture, management and orchestration and proof of concepts, among other 

areas. 

Open Networking Foundation 

The ONF is a non-profit industry grouping, founded in 2011, that is advancing the role and 

standardisation of software-defined networking (SDN) architecture. For example, ONF is 

standardising the OpenFlow protocol, which ensures global coordination of network devices 

and communication between the control and data planes of supported network devices. ONF 

is also looking at traffic steering and service chaining, to ensure applications can 

communicate their requirements to the network and get notified of network conditions that 

impact application performance. 

Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) 

ATIS is another industry consortium that is focused on SDN. ATIS drives its viewpoints and 

standards requests through other industry bodies, such as the 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project for mobile. ATIS TOPS (Technology & Operations Council) teams include those for 

telecom SDN use cases and Operations Support Systems (OSS). 

TM Forum 

TM Forum has traditionally had a strong operations support systems focus. In the NFV and 

SDN context, the TM Forum Catalyst projects are defining assurance and fulfilment 

frameworks. 

Internet Engineering Task Force 

The IETF's I2RS Working Group is also working on service chaining and SDN (IETF 2014). 
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Conclusions  

NFV and SDN have captured imagination and momentum – globally and in Australia. While 

NFV offers to immediately lower the capital and operational cost base by implementing a 

growing set of previously closed network platforms and functions on standard IT hardware, 

SDN will improve utilisation of network assets and allow lower-cost experiments to flex and 

scale capacity to improve network services and introduce new innovations. Some disruption 

to the traditional telco landscape can be expected to better address the dichotomy between a 

telco’s cost structure and revenue trajectory.  
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Convergence in Action 

The Founding of the Computer Society of South 
Australia 

 

Leith H. Campbell 
Honorary Fellow, Melbourne School of Engineering 
 

  

Summary:  

This article describes the key events leading up to the formation in 1960 of the Computer 

Society of South Australia, the first State-based computer society in Australia.  It proposes 

that an understanding of the convergence of requirements (between administration, 

academia, industry and to some extent the military) was important in identifying the 

opportunity and bringing the main contributors together.  It suggests that such an approach 

may be useful in similar circumstances today. 

The key role played by Professor Ren Potts of the University of Adelaide is emphasised.  Some 

of Professor Potts’s other activities of relevance to telecommunications are outlined. 

 

Introduction 

The story of the founding in 1960 of the Computer Society of South Australia, the first of five 

State-based societies that came together in 1966 to create the Australian Computer Society, 

has some lessons for the contemporary world.  It shows how recognising a convergence of 

requirements can lead to new and more significant outcomes.  It shows too that the 

alignment between academic and commercial interests need not be only about intellectual 

property and commercialisation, as is common today, but may involve bringing people 

together in less formal ways.  And it demonstrates, once again, that foresight and leadership 

are important in creating new directions. 

The prime mover in the formation of the Computer Society was Professor Renfrey Potts, then 

a recently appointed Professor of Applied Mathematics at the University of Adelaide.  

Professor Potts, who later played a part in boosting telecommunications research in 

Australia, was an early advocate of computing knowledge for engineering students.  The 

founding of the Computer Society largely followed from his actions in the preceding few 

years. 
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Replacing Punched Card Equipment 

The origins of computer science at the University of Adelaide and the formation of the 

Computer Society may seem absurdly prosaic in today’s environment.  Ren Potts became 

aware, somewhat fortuitously, in late 1959 that the university administration was about to 

upgrade its punched card equipment used to keep track of student enrolments and results.  

Punched cards were then a standard way of storing and maintaining information that would 

today be held in relational databases.  New information could be added to the cards when it 

became available, so that, for example, a student’s enrolments could be tracked.  Punched 

cards could be sorted in many ways – to provide alphabetical lists of students enrolled in a 

subject; or to identify all students with a required set of pre-requisites. 

A whole ecosystem of ‘business machines’ had grown up around the punched card – to 

create, read, sort, tabulate and summarise data.  The IBM 407 Accounting Machine 

(Wikipedia 2014), for example, could total values on cards, make simple decisions and print 

results.  It could also feed a punch to output punched cards of results, which could then be 

the input to a downstream process.  The IBM 407 was ‘programmed’ using a patch panel.  

Upgrading the punched card equipment could lead to faster sorting, more capable tabulation 

and more options for programming.  

Ren Potts knew, however, that the digital computing revolution was about to transform 

business processes, as well as provide new capabilities for academic research and education.  

In early 1960, he took the initiative to set about the identification of all the university’s 

computing needs.  A Punch [sic] Card Equipment Users Committee was formed, bringing 

together potential users of computing from various departments and the university 

administration.  Under Potts’s effective leadership, the committee acted swiftly to 

recommend the formation of a ‘computation centre’ for the university.  The centre would 

support all the university’s computing requirements, including those of the administration. 

At the core of the committee’s recommendations was the identification of a commercial 

computer and compatible punched card peripherals.  The use of a commercial computer 

would mean that the computation centre could grow and become more capable as the digital 

computing industry developed.  In addition to the computer and peripherals, the committee 

also identified other facilities and estimated the number and type of staff that would be 

needed to run the centre.  

The university computing service began operation in 1961 with some punched card 

equipment and a share of time on an IBM 7090.  The university’s first central computer, an 

IBM 1620, was operational by May 1962.  In the late 1960s, the computer centre acquired a 
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Control Data Corporation CDC 6400, said at that time to be the most powerful computer in 

the southern hemisphere. 

Early Computing in Adelaide 

The beginnings of digital computing in Adelaide benefitted from the establishment of the 

Weapons Research Establishment (WRE) in nearby Salisbury in 1955.  WRE had acquired an 

early digital computer, the Elliott 403, christened WREDAC, from Elliott Automation (UK) 

in September 1956.  It ordered an IBM 7090 in 1960. 

WRE also employed an entrepreneurial computer enthusiast, Dr J. A. Ovenstone (later to 

become the first Professor of Computing Science – ‘Computing Science’ being his preferred 

formulation – at the university).  Encouraged by Ovenstone, Potts had spent the summer of 

1956/57, very soon after WREDAC had become operational, learning to program the 

computer in its native machine code (there being no high-level languages available).  

Fortran, the first high-level language, only became available with the IBM computers later in 

the decade. 

Ovenstone was a promoter of digital computing and, among other things, organised a major 

conference at the WRE in June 1957, attended by many notable English pioneers in 

computing, including Maurice Wilkes from Cambridge, that stimulated further interest in 

computing in the Adelaide community. 

In February 1959, Professor Potts and some of his students, along with others from the 

university, attended the first Fortran (actually Fortransit, a transitional version of Fortran 

available on the IBM 650 series) short course provided by IBM in Adelaide.  From then on 

until the mid-1970s, Fortran became the high-level language of choice for university 

research, administration and teaching.  From the mid-1960s, applied mathematics students 

were required to learn some Fortran for numerical analysis methods and further computing 

exercises were added to other mathematics and engineering courses progressively 

throughout the 1970s. 

Computer Society of South Australia 

Professor Potts saw the opportunity to harness the interest in computing within the general 

business community together with the enthusiasm within the University of Adelaide.  

Encouraged by the local IBM office, he wrote and circulated a notice proposing the formation 

of a computer society.  The first two sentences read (Kidman & Potts 1999): 

Many achievements of modern science have quickly become an accepted part of 

everyday life.  Few, however, are likely to have such a direct and revolutionary 

effect on so many different spheres of human activity as the electronic computer. 
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Even Potts, who showed great foresight over the years, probably could not have envisaged in 

1960 just how true those words would become. 

A formative meeting, attended by over 150 people, was held on 24 October 1960 and Potts 

was elected president of the new society.  At the first meeting in November 1960, at which 

the name ‘Computer Society of South Australia’ was adopted, the speaker was David Elliott, 

then a Senior Lecturer at the University of Adelaide and one of Potts’s PhD students.  (David 

Elliott went on to become a long-serving Professor of Mathematics at the University of 

Tasmania.) 

From then on, the Society held approximately monthly talks at which many of the early 

Australian pioneers of computing, including Trevor Pearcey, spoke.  The Computer Society of 

South Australia was the first of five State-based societies that came together to form the 

Australian Computer Society on 1 January 1966. 

A Note on Cirrus 

One complicating factor in the University of Adelaide’s decision in 1960 to obtain a 

commercial computer was that the Department of Electrical Engineering had embarked on 

designing and building an in-house computer called Cirrus.  This was offered as the basis for 

the university’s computing service once it was operational.   

Potts’s committee, while supporting the development of Cirrus, also promoted the urgent 

need for a research and teaching computer that was compatible with the WRE facility and 

commercial punched card equipment, and had Fortran.  Cirrus could not satisfy these 

requirements in 1961 and was not operational, in fact, until 1963 and then only in prototype 

configuration.   

The installation of a commercial computer for university needs certainly diluted the 

emphasis on Cirrus and may have reduced its prospects for commercialisation.  Pearcey 

suggests that ‘the failure to follow up the Cirrus design was probably one of the greatest 

mistakes in Australian computing’ (Pearcey 1988).  The Potts committee should not be 

perceived at fault here: there was a general desire in the university to provide early access to 

computing facilities with a clear path to anticipated future growth. 

Whatever may have been the views of the early computing pioneers, all was forgiven in 2004 

when Potts was admitted to the Pearcey Hall of Fame in recognition of his contribution to 

early computing in Australia.  His citation reads: 

Emeritus Professor Ren Potts, Rhodes Scholar, Order of Australia, Ren was one of 

the first to learn to program and use the Weapons Research Establishment Digital 

Automatic Computer (WREDAC) in 1956, was responsible for establishing the 
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University of Adelaide Computing Centre and was the inaugural President for the 

South Australian Computer Society in 1961. 

Ren Potts and Telecommunications 

It is worth noting that the Computer Society was not the only group that Ren Potts had a 

hand in creating.  He was one of the first organisers of the Applied Mathematics 

Conferences, now called the ANZIAM conference, held in February each year.  This helped to 

encourage a distinct identity for applied mathematics in Australia and led to the formation of 

ANZIAM (Australia and New Zealand Industrial and Applied Mathematics), formally 

established at the conference in February 1975.  For his role in promoting applied 

mathematics and ‘his splendid achievements that have done so much to shape Industrial and 

Applied Mathematics in Australia’, Potts was awarded the first ANZIAM Medal in 1995. 

Ren Potts had been a pioneer in early transportation science and became interested in 

operations research more generally during the 1960s.  As he had done with computing, Potts 

encouraged the practice of operations research in South Australia by helping to found a local 

society for operations research.  This brought together interested academics, trainers and a 

cross-section of industry practitioners in Adelaide for regular lectures and discussions.  The 

local society became part of a national effort when the Australian Society for Operations 

Research (ASOR) was founded in 1972.  In 1977, ASOR inaugurated the Ren Potts Medal to 

recognise individuals who have made outstanding contributions to the theory or practice of 

Operations Research in Australia. 

While Potts and his students undertook research in a number of areas of operations 

research, the application area with the longest-lasting organizational effect was 

telecommunications.  Potts recruited L. T. M. Berry (later a Professor at Bond University on 

the Gold Coast and RMIT University in Melbourne) as a research student.  Berry wrote a 

thesis on telecommunications network planning (Berry 1971) and, with Potts’s active 

support, went on to develop a telecommunications research group at the University of 

Adelaide.  In 1987, this group became the Teletraffic Research Centre with support from 

Telecom Australia.  With ongoing funding from Telecom, OTC and their successor, Telstra, 

the Centre made significant contributions to teletraffic research and gained a substantial 

international reputation.  Under the name TRC Mathematical Modelling, it continues today 

(2014). 

For a more detailed account of the life of Ren Potts, see Campbell & Taylor (2014). 
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Conclusion 

The formation of the Computer Society of South Australia in 1960 provides some insight into 

creating useful interactions between academia and industry.  In particular, it shows that a 

convergence of requirements – in this case between university administration, university 

teaching and commercial interests – can help to forge new links between academia, industry 

and military research.  These links need not be ‘commercial’, as is often the case today, but 

may harness enthusiasm among all contributors to achieve valuable collaborations, 

especially the two-way transfer of skills and knowledge between industry and universities. 

The story also illustrates that foresight and leadership – in this case by Professor Ren Potts – 

are key ingredients in identifying an opportunity and turning it into something of continuing 

value.  
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Summary: A seemingly dry, technical paper from 1937 in the Telecommunications Journal

of Australia offers much broader interest following the popularity of the 2010 film ‘The King’s

Speech’.  The  June  1937  paper  by  A.H.  Kaye  describes  the  engineering  networking

arrangements set up by the Australian Postmaster General’s Department to transmit across

Australia  the  BBC’s  audio  commentary  on  King  George  VI’s  coronation  to  all  Australian

national  and commercial  radio stations.  The six hour broadcast  included the now famous

speech by the newly crowned King to his British Commonwealth.    

Introduction to the historical paper
Today, international telecommunications and Internet broadcasting, to and from Australia,

are taken for granted. Not so long ago, overseas broadcasts to Australia were bound by the

vagaries of HF propagation.  

Our historical paper for this issue (Kaye 1937) is taken from Volume 1, Number 5 of the

Telecommunications Journal of Australia (TJA), dated June 1937.  It describes the extensive

telecommunications engineering required to bring the King George VI coronation broadcast

to Australians, on 12 May 1937. 

This apparently dry and technical paper is fascinating today seen through fresh eyes, given

the  popularity  of  the  film  ‘The  King’s  Speech’,  starring  Geoffrey  Rush  and  Colin  Firth

(Wikipedia 2014).

The TJA paper was written by A H Kaye, who went on to present the Australian Faraday

lecture in 1972. Mr Kaye also produced a booklet for the Postmaster-General's Department

(PMG) entitled ‘Telecommunications in Australia:  a short history of telecommunications’,

based on his Faraday lecture.

The 1937 paper provides a brief introduction to High Frequency (HF) propagation, which

may not  be  well  known to  our  younger  readers.  It  discusses  the  challenges  of  a  9  a.m.

(Greenwich Mean Time) broadcast in the United Kingdom being received by HF stations in

Australia, given the ionosphere does not reflect HF signals unless bathed in sunlight.
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The PMG engineers  determined that  the  broadcast  could be relayed by several  powerful

stations re-transmitting from Hong Kong and North America,  provided they selected the

optimal propagation frequencies and utilised diversity reception in Australia to compensate

for HF propagation fading.

There was close co-operation between the PMG, representing the National Broadcasters, and

AWA  Ltd.  representing  the  Commercial  Broadcasters,  to  re-transmit  the  coronation

broadcast within Australia.

Several interstate HF receiving stations provided diversity reception and the paper details

how the programme feeds were switchable between receiving stations to compensate  for

signal fading. An elaborate configuration of relay feeds was also provided to 96 broadcast

stations  via  the  National  Broadcasting  network  and  via  AWA  Ltd  to  the  Commercial

Broadcasters.

One historic limitation was the single telephone circuit between South Australia and Western

Australia,  which was  not  available  for  the  broadcast.  The commercial  broadcasters  were

therefore forced to establish alternate receiving stations in WA for an East-West link.

Through the work of the personnel involved, the relay held up throughout the King’s Speech

and for five hours of related broadcasts. This was considered very lucky given recent sunspot

activity had all but ruined HF propagation the day before.
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The historical paper
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Enlargement of the Figures
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